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ABSTRACT

IMPROVING DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION BY ACCUMULATING
RELEVANCE FEEDBACK: THE RELEVANCE FEEDBACK

ACCUMULATION (RFA) ALGORITHM

by
Razvan Stefan Bot

Document representation (indexing) techniques are dominated by variants of the term-

frequency analysis approach, based on the assumption that the more occurrences a term

has throughout a document the more important the term is in that document. Inherent

drawbacks associated with this approach include: poor index quality, high document

representation size and the word mismatch problem. To tackle these drawbacks, a

document representation improvement method called the Relevance Feedback

Accumulation (RFA) algorithm is presented. The algorithm provides a mechanism to

continuously accumulate relevance assessments over time and across users. It also

provides a document representation modification function, or document representation

learning function that gradually improves the quality of the document representations.

To improve document representations, the learning function uses a data mining measure

called "support" for analyzing the accumulated relevance feedback.

Evaluation is done by comparing the RFA algorithm to other four algorithms. The

four measures used for evaluation are (a) average number of index terms per document;

(b) the quality of the document representations assessed by human judges; (c) retrieval

effectiveness; and (d) the quality of the document representation learning function. The

evaluation results show that (1) the algorithm is able to substantially reduce the

document representations size while maintaining retrieval effectiveness parameters; (2)

the algorithm provides a smooth and steady document representation learning function;

and (3) the algorithm improves the quality of the document representations. The RFA



algorithm's approach is consistent with efficiency considerations that hold in real

information retrieval systems.

The major contribution made by this research is the design and implementation of

a novel, simple, efficient, and scalable technique for document representation

improvement.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis investigates the possibility of exploiting a priori relevance feedback

assessments in an Information Retrieval system, in order to improve the quality of the

document representations.

This chapter begins with an overview of the most important concepts related to

Information Retrieval and the present work. This is done in Section 1.1. Section 1.2

presents the motivation and the idea of relevance feedback accumulation in the context of

an Information Retrieval system.

1.1 Preliminary Definitions and Overview of Main Concepts

1.1.1 Information Retrieval

Information Retrieval (IR) is a widely used term today. IR is defined as the activity of

finding and retrieving relevant documents from a document collection, in response to an

information-need request formulated as a query. Each of us needs information on an

every day basis in order to solve problems. A student needs to find good references in

order to write a project paper. A lawyer needs to find precedents in order to support his or

hers client's cause. A manager needs information in order to assess the position of his/her

company, within the economic environment.

In the old days information was only available in libraries, newspapers or

archives. The whole process of information retrieval was slow and painful. Today we are

living in the information age. Most of the information is digitized and available

1
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"at a push of a button". Due to ever evolving computer and telecommunication

technology, information is now available online. One of the most important sources of

information is the Internet, also called the Web. Connected to the Internet, we have

libraries, online journals, domain specific databases, governmental databases and many

more. These are all sources of information to satisfy individual needs. But finding the

information one needs is not an easy task. There are several reasons why information is

difficult to find: first of all information is scattered around the web; second, the amount

of information is overwhelming; third, information is presented in many different formats

like text, audio, video or combinations. The most usual source of information is textual

content.

1.1.2 Information Retrieval Systems

Information Retrieval systems (IR systems) accomplish several tasks. They gather and

store information from scattered repositories; they organize this information for fast and

effective retrieval; they deliver information to individuals based on their explicitly

formulated information need (Korthage, 1997, p. 1-6). Some well known IR systems are:

Yahoo! at www.yahoo.com , Google at www.google.com, AltaVista at

www.altavista.com, WebCrawler at www.webcrawler.com , HotBot at www.hotbot.com,

Lycos at www.lycos.com and many more. A more comprehensive list of general and

topic IR systems is available at http://www.allsearchengines.com. The generic

architecture for an IR system is depicted in Figure 1.1, adapted from

(Korfhage, 1997, p. 3).



Regardless of the method of implementation or of the model chosen, most IRA systems

conform to the generic architecture in Figure 1.1. The figure emphasizes the whole

concept of retrieving information. On one side, the user has certain information needs

from the real world. He/she expresses these information needs by means of queries. Such

a query only approximates his/her real information needs. On the other side, the IR

system works as a reality abstraction. It represents reality in terms of

structured/unstructured documents ("Data" in Figure 1.1). Given the query formulated by

a user, the system will then try to match it to the available data. The fit is judged in terms

of relevance (see Section 1.1.4 for the definition of relevance).

1.1.3 Documents and Queries

In IR systems data/information is stored in documents. All the documents in the

repository of a retrieval system form the document collection. A document is

"a stored data record in any form" (Korfhage, 1997, p. 17). Thus, a document can be a

text file, a sound file, a video file, a record in a relational database, an email etc.

Everything that can be electronically stored in digital form can represent a document. In

Figure 1.1, "Data" represents the document. The document is an abstraction of the reality.

The most widely used document content type is text. The current work deals with textual
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documents. It is not necessary that large chunks of data, e.g. a book, be considered as

single documents. In many cases the topic in such a document covers more than one

aspect. It is better to divide the document into smaller sub-documents that model the sub-

topics presented in the global document. These smaller representative documents are

called surrogates. Examples of document surrogates are abstracts, extracts, or reviews.

An abstract is a few-paragraphs description of a document. From a well-written abstract

a user can infer the topic of that document. An extract is a small document constructed

out of important topic-related paragraphs, passages or sentences from the document. A

review is similar to the abstract but is created by some other person than the original

author, and it is usually critical in nature. One popular research thread is to use passages

from documents as documents themselves, or to create extract-like surrogates

(Salton et al. 1993; Mittendorf et al. 1994; Kaszkiel et al. 1999). There are also other

methods like text summarization or text segmentation (Gong, 2001; Salton et al. 1996;

Hearst, 1993; Hearst, 1994). Surrogates are useful for two reasons: first they are smaller

and easier to handle, and second, they are more topic-oriented, emphasizing an important

sub-topic of the bigger whole document (Fidel, 1986; Molina, 1995). This kind of

analysis is called structure analysis since it discovers relationships between a document's

sentences, paragraphs and chapters. The opposite technique is to perform full text

retrieval. Some efforts in full-text retrieval can be found in (Martin, 1986;

Miike et al. 1994).

The query expresses the information need to be retrieved by the IR system from

its document collection. In Figure 1.1, the query is depicted as the observable

representation of the information need. There is a debate in the literature if queries should
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be considered documents (smaller documents in general) or not. In general, researchers

are in favor of considering queries as documents (Harman, 1993; Olsen et al. 1993;

Harman, 1994; Harman, 1995). Those opposing this view, generally state that queries are

much smaller than normal documents, and they are not suited for complex semantic

content analysis (Bollmann-Sdorra and Raghavan, 1993). The position taken in this thesis

is to consider queries to be documents.

1.1.4 Relevance and Relevance Feedback

Relevance is a central concept in information retrieval and information science. As an

informal definition, relevance emphasizes to what extent the retrieved documents are

satisfying the information need. This is just a shallow definition. Mizzaro (1997) presents

an exhaustive study about relevance. He identifies several kinds of relevance, based on

different points of view. For example, relevance can be viewed from a user's point of

view, from an information need's point of view, from a ranking algorithm's point of view

etc. Mizzaro describes relevance as a relationship between two entities of two groups:

The first group contains

• Document: the actual physical representation.

• Surrogate: a smaller version of the document.

• Information: the actual knowledge the user gains by reading the document.

The second group contains

• Problem: that needs to be solved by user.

• Information need: a way of representing the problem under user's
understanding.

• Request: the representation of information need in user's language.

• Query: the representation of information need in machine language.
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The mappings between the two groups identify several types of relevance. These

types are further expanded on a third dimension that contains:

• Topic: the area in which the user is interested.

• Task: emphasizes what will the user do with the retrieved documents.

• Context: anything other than topic and task that can affect the searching process
and the results.

There is also a fourth very important dimension of relevance: time. It is possible

for example that a document is not relevant to the user at the beginning of a search

process, but becomes relevant towards the end, and vice-versa. In conclusion, relevance

can be interpreted as a point in the 4-dimensional space previously described. This

general description of relevance is depicted in Figure 1.2 (time dimension not depicted

here). In the figure the lines connecting the objects represent kinds of relevance. The gray

arrows emphasize how close a relevance is to the best relevance (relevant information

received by the problem).



Relevance Feedback (RF) consists of retrieved documents' relevance judgments,

given by the user of the IR system. Relevance feedback is a judgment that describes to

what degree a document's content satisfies the information need described in the query.

Few other definitions of RF gathered from the literature:

• "Relevance feedback is the user feeding back into the system decisions on
relevance of retrieved documents" (Korfhage, 1997, p. 221).

• "Relevance feedback is an assessment of the actual (as opposed to predicted)
relevance of a document to a query" (Bodoff, 2001, p. 785).

1.1.5 Information Retrieval Model

The model of an information retrieval system is given by the following aspects:

• What is the mathematical theory used (fuzzy, probabilistic, vector space)?

• How are documents and queries represented internally as data structures?

• Is relevance a discrete or continuous measure?

• How does the retrieval mechanism work?

In light of these criteria we can identify several well-known information retrieval

models. They are the Boolean model, vector space model (VSM), probability model and

fuzzy model. The current work is built on top of the vector space model, which is more

explicitly described later, in Section 2.3.

1.1.6 Words, Terms and Concepts

A text document is composed of words. In IR contexts, words are also called terms. A

concept is a term that semantically suggests the topic of a document. A concept term can

be composed of one or more terms. For example, in a document talking about



information retrieval, information, retrieval, and information retrieval are considered to

be concepts because they suggest the semantic content of the document.

1.1.7 Query Expansion

Query expansion is a technique used in most retrieval systems. The initial query posed by

the searcher is improved by adding additional terms. There are many algorithms for query

expansion. The main problem is to identify the sources for finding new terms. Thesauri

are good examples of new terms sources. Using a thesaurus, a retrieval system can add to

the terms from the initial query, all their corresponding synonyms. Also, relevance

feedback can be used to identify new terms, by selecting the most important ones from

the documents assessed relevant to the initial query.

1.1.8 Document Representation Modification

A document representation is the data structure used by a retrieval system, to internally

represent a document. In short, document representations are also called indexes.

In Figure 1.1 for example, "Data" is the document representation. Document

representation modification is the process of modifying this data structure (i.e. the values

in the data structure). It is the analog process to query expansion, but for documents.

1.2 Motivation

The automatic generation of document representations is called automatic indexing.

Automatic indexing takes a document collection as input, and generates a document

representation space (e.g. a set of document representations) as output, using techniques

such as stopped word removal and stemming, etc.
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Traditional automatic indexing algorithms use term frequency (TF) to derive the

importance of a word/index term in a document. These are called frequency-based

algorithms. The term frequency of a term with respect to a document is given by the

number of occurrences of the term throughout the document. The usage of the term

frequency measure is based on the assumption that the more occurrences a term has in a

document, the more important it is in that document (Salton, 1971). In general, to derive

the importance of a term in a document, the TF of the term is weighted using another

frequency-based measure called Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). The 1DF of a term

is a measure that depends logarithmically on the fraction of documents in the collection

containing the term. In other words, if a term from a document occurs in many other

documents from the collection, it will be assigned a lower score because it is considered

to be a poor identifier. The formula for IDF is given by:

(Korthage, 1997, p. 116). In the previous formula N is the number of documents in the

collection and dk is the number of documents containing the term k. Using TF and IDF

together, the most standard formula for the importance weighing of a term in a document

Nevertheless, traditional automatic indexing algorithms are not perfect. Some of

the inherent problems associated with these algorithms are: (a) poor quality: most index

terms are not semantically related to the topic of the document from which they were

selected; (b) static nature: resulted indexes are static structures. Once generated, they

cannot be further modified in response to external environment changes and inputs

(e.g. terminology change, relevance assessments); (c) size: the size of the generated

indexes is usually very large, because of the great amount of non content bearing index



terms; (d) word mismatch: many indexes suffer from the word mismatch or the

synonymy syndrome. For example a document talking about "laptop" will never be

retrieved in response to a query containing only the term "notebook," because the index

does not contain the latter term, which in fact is a synonym of "laptop."

All these problems, constituted the motivation to design and evaluate a document

representation improvement algorithm, namely the Relevance Feedback Accumulation

(RFA) algorithm.



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

This chapter is a literature review. It presents the background material used throughout

the rest of the thesis. Section 2.1 presents the conceptual model of a retrieval system.

Section 2.2 lists a classification of Information Retrieval Systems. Section 2.3 describes

the well-known vector space model, used as the basis for developing the information

retrieval system proposed by this thesis.

2.1 A Conceptual Model for Retrieval Systems

Fuhr and Buckley's conceptual model of an Information Retrieval system is the reference

model for this thesis proposal (see Figure 2.1). This model represents a more explicit

conceptualization of a retrieval system, than the one formerly presented in Section 1.1.2

(see Figure 1.1).

11



Logically, the model flows from left to right, from true to data structured,

respectively. The left-hand side depicts the searcher's point of view. This is indicated in

Figure 2.1 by the true side. The middle part, indicated by observed, refers to the

communication protocols between a searcher and a retrieval system. The right-hand side,

or the data-structured side, represents the system's view.

The main concepts on the left-hand side are:

• Q - the real query: represents the information need as it exists in the searcher's
mind. It represents the information that the searcher thinks he/she needs, to solve
his/her problem.

• D - the real document: represents the searcher's understanding of the content
of a document, as it exists in his/her mind.

• The actual relevance: this is a measure of how relevant D is to Q in the
searcher's understanding. It is also called target relevance. It is important to
mention that relevance judgments made by the user are relative to his/her mental
understanding of the queries and the documents at hand. When such an
assessment made by a user is fed back into the system, the assessment is called
relevance feedback. ri is Boolean, and is indicated as B in Figure 2.1. This
means that usually, searchers say a document is either relevant or not relevant,
to a particular query. The mathematical definition of ri is given by:
rl :Qx D --> B

The main concepts on the central buffer area of the model are:

• Q — observable query representation: represents how the searcher articulates in
words (or any other query language) his/her information need from Q .

• D — observable document representation: similar to Q but for documents.

The main concepts on the right-hand side of the model are:

• Q0 - the internal system representation of the query: represents how does the 1R
system internally represent the query as a data structure.

• Do - the internal system representation of the document: represents how does the
system internally represents a document as a data structure.
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• R - the predicted relevance: the extent to which a document is judged relevant
to a query by the 1R system.

• f — the matching function: The matching function, also called the output
ranking-function, is usually a real-valued function that evaluates the extent to
which a document is relevant to a query. This is the predicted relevance. The
matching function f, is algorithmically implemented by the 1R system. It can be
observed that f is defined as f : Q0 x Do ---> R .

On the same model one can observe mappings between concepts on different

sides.

The main mappings and their explanations are:

• From true to observable: 
—
Q 

map 
and Pmap map internal searchers metaphors for

queries and documents in observable representations.

• From observable to data-structured: Qmap and Dmap map observable
representations of queries and documents into internal system representations.

From this model it follows that implementing an IR system consists of the

definition of the three mappings: map  , Dmap and f (Bodoff et al. 2001). Finding

"optimal" mappings for an IR system implementation usually consists of two phases:

(a) design phase: some parameterized versions of Q map , Dmap and f are defined; and

(b) tuning (training phase): the parameters that characterize Qmap , Dmap and f are

tuned by repeated runs on document test collections, using relevance feedback. In 1R this

process is called parameter estimation. There are two approaches to build an instance of

the conceptual model from Figure 2.1. The first approach is to estimate parameters

characteristic to Qmap Dmap and f. A good example is when one of these functions

depends on an unknown parameter k, which is iteratively optimized/tuned using

relevance feedback. The disadvantage in this case is that the estimated values for the
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parameters are just averages. The advantage is that only a small amount of feedback for

all queries and/or documents is needed to optimize the parameters. The second approach

is to individually estimate query and document representations using the relevance

feedback specific only to that document or query. In this situation, the query and the

document representations are considered to be the estimated parameters. The advantage is

that their representations are better than averages. A good example is: having a query Q,

and a document D judged as being relevant to Q, then Q's/D's representation can be

modified according to the following generic formula(s) (Salton, 1989; Brauen, 1971):

The first case when Q is modified into Q' is called the query-oriented view.

Conceptually, queries in the document space are moved closer to their relevant

documents. Document representations are fixed. See Figure 2.2.
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The second case is called the document-oriented view. Here, queries are fixed

while relevant documents are moved closer to them (Figure 2.3). The hybrid case consists

of combining both query and document oriented views. Such an approach is presented in

(Bodoff et al. 2001).

Figure 2.3 Document Oriented View.

In both cases the shifting operation is accomplished based on relevance judgment

assessments. Most research focuses on the query-oriented approach. The disadvantage of

the query-oriented approach is that it lacks improving document representation over time

and across users, given their relevance judgments.

This thesis focuses on the document-oriented view. The algorithm proposed

hereby is testing a technique that modifies the documents' representations by

accumulating and analyzing relevance feedback assessments from searchers.

2.2 IR Systems Classification

This section presents a classification of retrieval systems based on their parameter

estimation type, defined in Section 2.1. This classification allows the identification of the

parameter estimation type for the algorithm described throughout this document.
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From the point of view of the parameter estimation type, one can have:

• Retrieval systems built by estimating parameterized versions of Qmap Dmap

and f (see Figure 2.1). There can be two estimation types: exhaustive and
heuristic (Bartell et al. 1998). The exhaustive methods search the entire
parameter space and are guaranteed to find the optimal solution. There are
several problems with these methods: first, if the number of parameters is big
the computational complexity is too large; and second, if the parameter space is
not discrete it must be reduced by sampling. Actually when sampling the
parameter space, the solution will not be guaranteed to be the optimal one.
Algorithms that fall under this category are usually adaptive learning algorithms
like [D3 or Simulated Annealing. Description of such algorithms can be found
in (Chen, 1998). The heuristic methods search only a subspace of the parameter
space. These methods focus on improving system performance. Very well
known examples are genetic algorithms, hill-climbing algorithms or random
start hill climbing algorithms. One disadvantage of heuristic methods is that they
are generally not guaranteed to find the optimal solution.

• Retrieval systems built by estimating queries Q0 and documents D0 themselves.

This type is also called implicit parameter estimation (Bartell et al. 1998),
because the goal of the technique is not explicitly to improve retrieval
effectiveness. The goal of this technique is to improve document
representations. In general, the better the document representation, the better the
retrieval effectiveness.

A comprehensive view of the classification, from the parameter estimation type

point of view, is depicted in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Parameter Estimation in IRA.
Source: (Bartell, 1998)

The retrieval system proposed in this thesis falls under the

implicit 4 document-oriented category. Document representations are first estimated,

and then improved over time and across users, using the Relevance Feedback

Accumulation algorithm.



2.3 The Vector Space Model (VSM)

The Vector Space Model (VSM) serves as the foundation model for the system proposed

by this thesis. The general characteristic of this model is that documents and queries are

treated alike. They are represented as multi dimensional vectors, organized in an

N-dimensional space, called the document space. N is the number of distinct terms

(words) that characterizes the whole document collection. If document D contains term

T i (1 i N), then, in the vector representation of document D, we will have 1 or other

frequency-based weight at position i (Korthage 1997, p. 125). Usually, the vectors

contain frequency-based weights (rather than binary values) that are normalized to the

document length and/or to the whole document collection size. A frequency-based

term weight represents an absolute or relative measure of a term's occurrence within a

document and/or collection.

Given that there is no differentiation between documents and queries, similarity

measures are used to assess relevance. Based on the similarity measures it is possible to

have a ranked output. From this point on, the following notations are adopted: Q for the

query vector, and D for the document vector. The ranking function takes two objects as

arguments: the query, which is also a document, and a document from the collection. The

result is a measure of how similar the two are. The more similar a document to a query,

the more relevant it is considered by the system. Documents that are more similar to the

query will be ranked higher. Usually the similarity measures are normalized, having

values between [0,1]. Such a function is defined as:



Some basic similarity metrics identified in the literature are:

(a) Distance-based measures: evaluate how close two documents are in the document

space. A document D is represented in the vector model as:

In the representation above, term_i would be 1 if the term exists in the document or 0

otherwise. It is possible to have the raw count of that term within the document rather

than the value 1. It is important to mention here that the actual distance between two

documents (more specific distance between two n-dimensional vectors) is actually a

dissimilarity measure. The bigger the distance the more dissimilar the documents are.

So, the similarity of two documents is inversely proportional to the distance between

them. The most widely used distance based metrics are Bp metrics

(Korfhage, 1997, p. 132):

o N — vector dimensionality

o d i; - the value of the document's i vector position j

o p — parameter (see below)

• Manhattan Distance (also called City-block) for p=1

• Euclidean Distance for p=2

• Maximal Direction Distance when p=

(b) Angle-based measures: are also called cosine similarity measures. Two documents

are considered similar if they are situated along the same direction in the document space,

starting from the origin. It is a quite different view from the distance-based metrics. It is
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possible to have documents that are similar when using a cosine metric, and dissimilar if

using a distance metric instead, and vice versa.

The generic formula for a cosine measure is (Korfhage, 1997, p. 84):

o D — Document

o Q — Query

o dk — value of term k in document D

o Lk — value of term k in query Q

(c) Inner product: represents a similarity measure given by the inner product between

the query and the document vectors. The generic formula is given below:

The meaning of the operands is the same as above (b). Usually the document contains

many more terms than the query. In this case, only the terms that appear in both the

document and the query are taken into consideration. The inner product is a part of the

cosine-similarity measure.



CHAPTER 3

RF IN QUERY ORIENTED VIEW VS. DOCUMENT ORIENTED VIEW

This chapter presents a comparison of the query-oriented view and the document oriented

view. As a reminder, both the query oriented view and the document oriented view are

implicit parameter estimation techniques. As mentioned in Section 2.2 their explicit goal

is to improve query and document representations. By improving the query

representation, the retrieval system helps the searcher to better express an information

need. The mechanism is called query expansion (see Section 1.1.7). The mechanism for

document representation improvement is called document representation modification

(see Section 1.1.8).

Techniques pertaining to both views use relevance feedback as their primary

source for improvement. Query expansion uses relevance feedback to identify new terms

to be added to the initial query. Document representation modification uses relevance

feedback to identify what terms to modify in a document's representation.

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss in more detail, with examples from literature, the use

of relevance feedback in the query/document-oriented views. Section 3.3 presents a

comparison of the two views emphasizing their advantages/disadvantages.

20
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3.1 The Query Oriented View (QOV)

Most of the work with relevance feedback found in the literature addresses this view. The

relevance feedback is used to modify the initial query and to improve retrieval

performance. Conceptually, in the document space, documents are fixed and queries are

moved towards them (see Figure 2.2) (Salton and Buckley, 1990). The rest of this section

presents a chronologically ordered list of several systems that address this view.

Rocchio Jr. (1971) was one of the first to develop a process of improving the user

information needs formulation (query). This is probably the most acclaimed and most

cited query modification algorithm. Consider Qo as the initial query posed by the user.

Denote SERF+ as the set of documents assessed relevant by the user and Ste_ as the set of

documents assessed as non-relevant by the user. The modification function should look

where Qi is the first modified query version. Given that n1

represents the cardinality of SRF+ and n2 represents the cardinality of SERF-, the

recommended modification function f is:

Salton (1971b) develops another query modification formula which is a variation

of the one presented above. The variation is given by the normalization of the vector

weights by the length of the vectors.
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Based on the formula above, the query modification function is parameterized as

follows:

In the equation above, cif is either set to 1 for all documents or is a magnitude of the

correlation between document S RFC+(orS'._) ) and initial query Qo.

Salton et al. (1985) provides a query expansion mechanism using relevance

feedback for the extended Boolean model described in (Salton et al. 1983). The basic

idea is to represent queries in DNF (Disjunctive Normal Form — which consists of a

disjunction of conjunctions), and to find new terms from relevance assessments to be

added to this query. By terms the author means individual words or conjunction of two or

three words (like termk1 AND term k2 AND term k3). Other similar work was done by

(Dillon and Desper, 1980; Salton et al. 1984).

Allan et al. (1995) presents an overview of TREC experiments with query

processing. The authors believe that better queries can be achieved by structure and

multiple sources of evidence. TREC collections contain topics, documents and relevance

assessments in the topicXdocument space. A topic is a more structured and extensive

version of a query and much lengthier at the same time. The authors developed a system

called InFinder that generates potential queries from these topics. The generated queries

were then submitted for automatic query expansion. Here, the query expansion is using

multiple evidence sources: at document level and at passage level.

Buckley et al. (1995) present an interesting query expansion approach. The

number of terms that are added to the query is about 300. This methodology is also called



massive query expansion. The explanation is that bad-terms (non-representative for a

document) randomly co-occur within the whole collection while good-terns tend to

co-occur constantly (or at least non-randomly). As the authors state, this massive query

expansion creates a noise similarity, accounted for by the bad terms. At the same time

good documents escape this noise similarity by containing good terms. Good terms co-

occur non-randomly. As a result massive query expansion was most effective for routing

experiments, but it was also effective in general for ad-hoc experiments. In the TREC

routing experiments queries are formed in two phases: (a) concepts that occur many times

in relevant documents are added to the query vocabulary; and (b) all the concepts in the

final query vocabulary are weighted according to their frequency of occurrence in

relevant and non-relevant documents (Buckley et al. 1994). As for the TREC ad-hoc

experiments, the expansion and weighting of query-terms is done by parsing and

analyzing the first top-ranked documents, without actually knowing which are relevant or

not.

Mitra et al. (1998) focus their attention on search engines on the WWW

(e.g. large collections). Users are usually posting queries that contain only a few terms,

and they might omit important ones. The proposed idea tries to offer a competitive

alternative/improvement to blind or ad-hoc feedback. In this case there is no need for user

intervention to state which documents from the retrieved set are relevant. The system

automatically considers the first few retrieved documents as relevant and analyzes them

to identify new terms. The main flaw of this approach is when a large fraction of the

documents assumed relevant, is not relevant. In this case many of the words added to the

query are likely to be not related to the topic. The main idea of this research effort is to
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eliminate as much as possible the non-relevant documents from the top positions in order

to avoid the drift of the query after expansion. A query is said to be drifting if after

expansion more non-relevant documents are promoted to being top ranked.

The steps of the algorithm are:

• The initial set of retrieved documents is checked for additional relevance
indicators. Some examples are: 1) Boolean and/or fuzzy filters (to check if they
cover all topics required by the query - when the query asks for different topics)
and 2) proximity constraints relative to a window of adjustable size. By
proximity constraint, it is meant how far two terms can be from one another
when co-occurring within a document.

• The documents are assigned new scores based on the new identified relevance
indicators from the previous step.

• The documents are re-ranked according to the new scores.

• Expand the query using a few top ranked documents using an ad-hoc query
expansion methodology (Rocchio in this case).

The evaluation tested the performance of manually created Boolean filters and

automatically created Boolean filters. The automatic process was based on co-term

occurrence analysis. A Boolean filter represents the topics formulated in the query using

a CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form) for each query. The results showed significant

increase in retrieval effectiveness as follows: between 7% and 22% for manually created

Boolean filters and between 6% and 13% for automatically created Boolean filters.

Gauch et al. (1999) starts from the known fact that: the average number of query

terms that users usually submit (in WWW context) is two. Adding other words to these

short queries is a way to perform conceptual retrieval. The only problem is how to find

the related terms to add to the initial query.
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The authors describe three sources of new terms:

• Query specific: these terms are extracted from documents judged relevant by
users.

• Corpus specific: these are terms identified by analyzing the whole document
collection. The terms that are used in similar fashion, are considered
conceptually close, and are selected. One well-known technique is
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), where all documents are represented in a
conceptual lower dimensional space. The corpus analysis is based on term co-
occurrence patterns. These techniques though database specific, are tied to the
specific terminology. One good example provided by the author is that the
Congressional Record uses the term "senior citizen" as standard but a query
might contain the synonym elder.

• Language specific: these terms are usually extracted from thesauri
(e.g. Webster). The main disadvantage of these methods is that there are no
comprehensive thesauri to cover every topic.

In this article, the authors use a corpus-based technique where new terms are identified

using a co-occurrence analysis for the whole collection. The co-occurrence is evaluated

based on a co-occurrence window (the maximum distance of a two term co-occurrence).

First, the system identifies a set of terms (the most important), called target words, based

on frequency measures. Afterwards, the system constructs a context vector for each such

term. A context vector contains all term co-occurrences for a specific target word given a

window of preset size. Based on these data structures, the system derives as a final step, a

similarity matrix that contains for each word the most similar other words, where the

similarity is above a certain threshold. As a result the methodology was able to achieve a

7.6% improvement for TREC-5 queries and a much better result of 28.5% improvement

for domain specific database queries (namely the Cystic Fibrosis collection). The

methodology was extended afterwards to multiple data collections, each of them having

its own similarity matrix. Some techniques for selecting the right similarity matrix

accounted for improvements of 4.8%.
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Kekalainen and Jarvelin (2000) emphasize in their article that conceptual query

expansion produces better results than a simple non-conceptual one. The whole query

expansion mechanism is tested using InQuery. The context is a probabilistic IR Model.

Several operators, such as SYNONYM for example, emphasized the conceptual relations,

between terms in the query and other terms. The evaluation considered several levels of

expansion: (a) no expansion (b) expansion based on synonyms from the thesaurus

(c) narrowing the concept (d) associative concept and (e) all previously described

expansion levels. The results showed that the best performance was achieved by using

synonymy expansion. This result is somehow expected, but one disadvantage is the lack

of comprehensive thesauri to describe every concept and relation from all domains. In

this case, the authors developed their own thesaurus just for this experiment.

Chen et al. (2001) developed FEATURES, a system that is able to adaptively

learn in real time from relevance feedback, improve retrieval performance, and speed up

the process. The system is specifically designed for web searches. It addresses efficiency

problems too. The authors set a threshold of 20% in retrieval performance increase after

each feedback round from the user, and state that if such a threshold is met the users are

willing to give several rounds of feedback. Considering q, the query posted by the user,

the system builds the following sets D(q), F(q) and V(q). D(q) contains all the matches

for query q that are retrieved from the internal database if any, or from AltaVista if none

are in the internal database. F(q) contains all the keywords (also called indexing features)

that are used to index documents from D(q). Each document is indexed in the internal

database with at most 300 features. The documents retrieved from meta-search

(AltaVista) are indexed by at most 64 automatically generated keywords. F(q) is also



called the set of dynamic features. V(q) is the dynamic vector space consisting of

documents from D(q), and they are indexed using terms from F(q). The system uses two

learning algorithms afterwards: feature learning (FEX) and document learning. FEX

starts with a small number of generated keywords to index documents and then uses term

relevance feedback to refine this set by promoting and demoting features from F(q). The

document-learning algorithm promotes all dynamic features of a document assessed

relevant by the user. In this way it automatically promotes the document itself. At the end

of the interactive feedback session the documents are ranked according to the learned

weights and displayed for the user. Using a relative recall and precision as measures, the

system outperformed AltaVista in the evaluation runs.

Evaluations of the query-oriented view emphasized its potential on improving

retrieval performance (Efthimiadis, 2000). Spink and Saracevic (1997) also identified the

efficiency of relevance feedback items to be high. It is meaningless to talk about

evaluations of the query-oriented mechanisms since most of the commercial search

engines are using them as state of the art.

3.2 The Document Oriented View (DOV)

Even if early results of document-oriented view techniques, obtained by pioneers like

Brauen (1968), Brauen (1969) or Ide (1969), revealed high potential value, very little

effort 	 was 	 spent 	 by 	 researchers 	 afterwards 	 (Bodoff, 	 2001;

Kemp and Ramamohanarao, 2002). One explanation for this situation would be the fact

that all available test collections are not suitable for document-oriented techniques

(Bodoff, 2001). That is because not enough relevance data points are available for each
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document, and it is very hard to attempt collecting this data, using an experimental setting

(Salton, 1989, p. 326). This section presents a compilation of the most important research

falling under the document-oriented view umbrella. The techniques under this umbrella

focus on the modification of the document representation based on relevance feedback

assessments. Conceptually, this can be pictured as moving documents towards queries to

which they are the most similar (see Figure 2.3).

The advantages of accumulating relevance feedback as permanent changes to

document representation are (Salton, 1971):

• It allows the return of similar documents to a set of similar queries that are
posted by different users.

• The document representation can be practically updated in response to
vocabulary/terminology changes.

• The concept weights are allowed to fluctuate (Salton, 1971); when new
documents are introduced in the database. They can start with an initial
document representation (term weights) that will change after relevance
feedback assessments.

The rest of this section lists the few research efforts focused on document-

oriented techniques.

Friedman et al. (1967) describe an algorithm that creates and maintains a

dynamic document space. The alteration of the document terms (or concepts) is based on

their discrimination power. A good positive discriminator is characterized by the fact that

it is strong in relevant documents and weak in non-relevant documents. The strength or

weakness of a term is judged in terms of frequency-based importance measures. The

algorithm uses prior knowledge in order to separate relevant and non-relevant documents.

The prior knowledge is built-up from the relevance assessments history. The evaluation

of the algorithm revealed better results when compared to a query expansion 1R system.
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The drawbacks of the algorithm are: (1) each time a search process occurs all the

documents in the collection are modified. This is unrealistic and inefficient; (2) after the

search process is over the modifications are dropped. In this case modifications are not

permanent. This, again, denotes a waste of resources; (3) the evaluation was done on a

very small collection.

Brauen et al. (1968) proposes an algorithm in which document vectors are

modified for all relevant documents to a query. The modification is done in two steps:

STEP 1: The query vector is normalized against the document vector, in order to ensure

that the length of the document vector remains unchanged after weight adjustment. The

"length of query/document vector" is defined as the sum of term weights corresponding

to all terms included in the query/document. The normalization is done according to the

following formula:

In this formula go represents the original query vector (weights), go"' represents the

normalized query vector, Ad,, represents the length of the document vector an , while

Aqo  represents the length of the query vector g o .

STEP 2: the weights of concepts from document vectors are adjusted according to the

formula below:

The evaluation test was conducted using the Cranfield collection. After several iterations

with different values for a , a value of 0.2 was found "optimal." For this value the

methodology revealed significantly higher normalized recall and precision levels.
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Critique points regarding this algorithm are: (1) the modification of document vectors

was accomplished in a one-by-one sequential manner. If several documents were relevant

to a query Q, each of the documents was modified according only to Q's content. It might

be possible though that Q contains accidental terms whose weights do not deserve to be

increased; (2) there is no classification scheme for terms that were modified. From a

(Q, D) relevance assessment point of view terms can fall under three categories: (a) terms

that occur only in Q, (b) terms that occur only in D and (c) terms that occur in both

Q and D. They deserve different modification schemes.

Ide (1969) proposes a quite similar method to Brauen's et al. formerly described.

The main difference is the fact that Ide's algorithm also modifies weights in non-relevant

documents in order to move them farther from queries to which the documents were

irrelevant. For this operation, only the high-ranking irrelevant documents were

considered. The formulas for the positive/negative document vector modification phase

are:

The methodology was tested on the Cranfield collection and the results were similar to

Brauen's. The levels of normalized recall and precision were significantly improved

around the same value of 0.2 for a . Another problem, other than those already

expressed for (Brauen et al. 1968), is the fact that altering terms in non-relevant

document vectors does not represent a justified extra effort (Brauen, 1969).
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Brauen (1969) presents an algorithm that fixes some of the problems formerly

emphasized. He argues in favor of an extended vector modification scheme according to

the following terms/concepts classification:

• Terms/concepts present only in the query vector

• Terms/concepts present only in the document vector

• Terms/concepts present in both query and document vector

Brauen proposed two new strategies. These methodologies showed slightly better

performance than the previous two methodologies (Brauen et al. 1968; Ide, 1969) when

compared for an a of 0.2.

This strategy showed significant improvement in the retrieval performance, while taking

into consideration issues like synonyms or adaptive document representation. The author

remark on the evaluation measurements was that they were somehow specific to the

Cranfield collection. The collection contains short abstracts as documents. Still he

expected that the results would be scalable.
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Strategy II: the second strategy incorporated non-relevant document vector

modification, as the next logical improvement. First, for all documents that the user

considered as relevant, the positive modification takes place following exactly the same

scheme as under Strategy I. Second, for all the non-relevant documents that were

returned as a result of the initial query a negative modification is performed on the

document representation. In this system, as opposed to Idea's system, the negative

modified documents are only those corresponding to the initial query. The argument is

that the intermediate non-relevant documents, corresponding to the expanded versions of

the initial query L 0 , are not suited to be modified with respect to g o . The negative vector

modification is done according to the following scheme:

The result of the evaluation of this second strategy is that it also improved retrieval

performance, but it did not improve overall performance compared to Strategy I. The

immediate conclusion is that modifying non-relevant document vectors does not improve

retrieval performance. At the same time it is more expensive.



Parker (1983) proposes a solution similar in essence to Brauen's previously

described techniques. The idea is framed under the title of "document learning." In the

author's formulation, document learning represents a process having queries, documents,

and a set of relevance assessments as inputs. The output of this process is an altered

document space. The alteration procedure is designed along the following rules: (a) if a

term does not appear in the query, its weight is not affected in the document

representation; (b) if the term appears in the query but not in the document and the

document is not relevant to the query, then its weight is not affected; (c) if the term

appears in the query but not in the document and the document is relevant to the query,

then its weight is modified; and (d) if the term exists in both the query and the document

the weight is increasedldecreased if the document is relevant/not relevant to the query.

Belew (1989) presents a mechanism that uses connectionist networks

(e.g. neural networks) to learn document representations and associations. The neural

network generates nodes for documents, index terms and authors. These nodes are

interconnected by weighted links. The weight of a link emphasizes the strength of

association between two nodes. The weights are constantly adjusted using back

propagation algorithms. The signal to adjust the weights is obtained from relevance

feedback assessments. The system is one of the few to generate associative rules of the

type termi 4 term 2. For example the system is able to emphasize the association

between "adaptive" and "adaptation" without using any generalization techniques like

stemming. No detailed evaluation is presented in the article.
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Kanazawa (1999) presents a technique that alters the documents' representations

using relevance information from the documents themselves. The model is called

Relevance-based Superimposition Model. Similar documents in the database are

clustered together. A document might be part of several clusters. Then from within each

cluster the system automatically generates a feature vector called the Representative

Vector (RV). The features selected to build the RVs are taken from titles, abstracts and

keywords given by author. The last step is the modification of the original document

feature vectors using the RVs of the clusters to which the document belongs. Given the

original document vector d=(dl, ..., dn) and the feature vector of the cluster set to which

d belongs s=(sl, ..., sn), the modified original document feature vector is given by:

Figure 3.1 shows the process flow of the algorithm (Kanazawa, 1999). This algorithm

does not actually use a priori relevance feedback. It looks for modification information

indicators by analyzing the document collection. One weakness is the fact that it has to be

repeated when new documents are available. Also, it does not work for documents that do

not have abstracts or keywords. Without abstracts or keywords, there is nothing from

which to extract features to build RVs.
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Bodoff et al. (2001) present a hybrid approach called the unified view. It has the

characteristics of both the query-oriented view and the document-oriented view. It uses a

maximum likelihood approach in order to estimate both the query and document

representations. Both document information and a priori relevance feedback are

considered. The method suffers from several drawbacks: (1) too much modeling,

drawback emphasized by the author(s) themselves, (2) the cost for parameter estimation

is high, and (3) re-estimation of parameters is necessary from time to time.

Piwowarski (2000) presents a probabilistic document-centered method. The

method is based on the probability of the anti-document of D. The anti-document of D is

defined as the representation of the whole document collection, with document D

removed. The probabilistic computations try to answer the following question: if

document D is removed from the database, does the probability to find a relevant



document increase or decrease? It is then straightforward to note that if this probability

increases, document D can be doomed as probably irrelevant. The evaluation was

performed on the Cranfield and CISI collections. The Cranfield collection consists of

1398 documents, 225 queries and 1837 relevance feedback judgments. The CISI

collection consists of 1460 documents, 112 queries and 3114 relevance feedback

judgments. The size of these collections is relatively small though, and their topics are

domain specific: aeronautical topics for the Cranfield collection and information science

for the CISI collection. The results on the Cranfield collection revealed precision

improvements at all four recall levels that were tested (0.1, 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0). The results

on the CISI collection revealed precision improvements at all the 0.4 and 0.7 recall levels

and precision loss at the 0.1 and 1.0 recall levels.

Kemp and Ramamohanarao (2002) present a document transformation

algorithm for web search engines, based on relevance feedback obtained from web logs.

The test collection was built using web pages from the University of Melbourne's

website. The size of the final test collection was of about 6644 web pages. The user

click-through history and queries were obtained from the web server logs. The document

representation modification strategy accounted for document vectors saturation. In other

words, the strategy did not allow for the document vectors to grow without a limit. To

avoid this effect, each document vector was composed of two parts: the original

document vector and the learned document vector. The original document vector was left

unchanged, while the learned document vector started as a zero vector, and it was then

built up until certain limit was reached. The limit was adjustable.
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In this formula D is the total document vector, Doriginai is the original document vector,

Dlearned is the learned part of the total document vector, Q is the query vector, IDS is the

[1-norm_of Di (norm_of D is the sum of all weights in D), and 1 is the boundary

parameter that limits the infinite growth of the learned part. Alpha and beta are adjustable

learning parameters. Using precision(1O) as the evaluation metric, the system augmented

with the learning function yielded an improvement of 6% over the control system.

Precision(1O) is defined as the average number of relevant documents among the first ten

retrieved documents.

3.3 QOV vs. DOV

It is clear from Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 that each of the two views has its advantages

and disadvantages. On one hand, QOV methods need little relevance feedback

assessments to improve the user's information need representation (the query). The

drawback is that these methods do not accumulate in any way, the feedback across users

and time. After each retrieval process ends, all relevance feedback assessments made

during this process are simply discarded. Accumulating relevance feedback makes it

possible to analyze and improve different aspects of the documents and related queries.

On the other hand, DOV methods need many more relevance feedback assessments in

order to be able to generalize any relationships between documents and queries. But,

once this feedback is available, DOV methods can yield improved retrieval effectiveness
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and better document representations (both dimension and better indexing terms). The

purpose of this thesis is to explore a novel technique of using prior accumulated

relevance feedback to improve document representation quality

(see goals in Section 4.1).



CHAPTER 4

THE RFA ALGORITHM

This chapter represents a detailed presentation of the Relevance Feedback Accumulation

(RFA) Algorithm. It begins by enumerating the goals of the algorithm. It continues by

listing the assumptions behind the algorithm. The chapter concludes with a detailed

presentation of the algorithm's modules (the pseudo-code).

4.1 Goals

Goal 1: Reduce the size of the document representations. In this context, size is defined

as the average number of index terms per document representation.

Goal 2: Improve document representation quality (find higher quality terms to index each

document). These terms are called concept terms.

Goal 3: Improve retrieval effectiveness.

Chapter 5, "Evaluation", discusses in more detail the way in which each of the

three goals is evaluated.
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4.2 Assumptions

The design of the RFA algorithm is based on several assumptions about the real world.

They are:

• (A) Every aocument in the searchable document space is best characterized by a
small set of terms. The meaning is that each document can be characterized by a
few words that best emphasize its topicality. All other terms (non content
bearing terms) are less important for document representation purposes.

• (B) A term, as used by the RFA algorithm can be of two types:

o Single term: a term consisting of only one word. Example: "data" or
"mining."

o Composite term: a term consisting of two words. A good example is the
term "information retrieval" which has a more powerful semantic
meaning than the single terms "information" and "retrieval" considered
separately.

• (C) The terms characterizing a document might or might not occur in that
document. It is common sense to say that a term that does not appear throughout
a document can be a good semantic descriptor of that document's topics. For
example, the topic of a document talking about laptops can be emphasized using
the term "notebook" along with "laptop." "Notebook" is a synonym for
"laptop." Therefore, it is a quality descriptor, even if it does not appear in the
document. The RFA algorithm makes it possible to improve documents
representations by adding new terms.

• (D) When many users judge that a particular document is relevant to their
Luery, there will be a relatively small set of Luery terms that will be common to
most users' Lueries. This assumption implies that the set of few terms that best
characterize a document can be obtained by analyzing the users' relevance
feedback assessments. For example, suppose a number of searchers are given
the task to find documentation about how to install a Microsoft Local Area
Network (LAN), by means of a search engine. Analyzing their queries one can
notice that some of the terms appear in almost all of them (for example
"Microsoft" or "network" or "LAN" etc). It means that in the users' opinion,
these terms best characterize the topic of the document they are looking for. This
is the mechanism used by the RFA algorithm, to identify the best termslconcepts
to represent a document.
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• (E) Queries consist of short natural language statements that are of maximum
twenty five words. Most users are not willing to create elaborate queries
consisting of many terms. The general user behavior pattern is to use the least
effort in order to accomplish their goals(s) (Marchionini, 1992; Jansen, 2OOO).
The number of terms per query usually averages around 2 (Andrews, 1996;
Spink et al. 1998; Spink et al. 2OOO; Jansen et al. 2OOO; Johnson et al. 2OO1;
Toms et al. 2OO1; Spink et al. 2OO1) or slightly greater values that are smaller
than ten (Belkin et al. 1996). The RFA algorithm assumes a maximum of twenty
five terms per query.

• (F) This study assumes that the relevance feedback assessments pool is readily
available. The study does not concern about how to obtain the relevance
assessments.

2.3 Composite Terms Handling — Ordered Terms Pairing (OTP) Heuristic

As mentioned under the assumptions in Section 4.2 (B), RFA manipulates two types of

terms: simple and composite. This section describes the mechanism by which the RFA

algorithm looks for composite terms within a query Q, from a relevance assessment

(Q, D)•

Let's consider Q(term_1, term_2, term_2, term_2) to be a query composed of

four terms. The single terms of Q are: term 1, term_2, term_2 and term_2. The

composite terms are derived from the original query Q by using a heuristic called ordered

terms pairing. This heuristic takes all pairs of adjacent single terms from a query

(maintaining their ordering in the query), and builds composite terms by aggregating

them. In the case of Q considered above the heuristic will generate the following

composite terms: [term_1, term_2J], [term 2, term_2J], and [term_2, term_2J]. After

generating the composite terms, Q is considered to be composed of the union of all single

and composite terms. The rationale behind the idea is the fact that many times individual

words (single terms) do not provide enough meaning with respect to the topics of a



document. From this point on, the notion term denotes both single and composite terms,

treated similarly by the RFA algorithm.

A more specific example emphasizing how the ordered terms pairing heuristic

works, is presented below (Figure 4.1).

2.2 The Relevance Feedback Accumulation (RFA) Algorithm

The RFA algorithm is based on the assumption that every document is best characterized

by a set of few terms. These terms are called concept terms, or simply, concepts. Then, a

concept term is a term that suggestslrepresents the topics of a document. The difficult

part is to identify these concepts. Most automatic indexing algorithms are focused on

finding the importance of terms within documents by calculating frequency-based

measures. This is also called lexicographic analysis. Their direct assumption is that if a

term occurs several times within a document, that term is likely to be a concept in the

document. This, of course, is not always the case. Also, the above-referred automatic

indexing algorithms cannot support the case of a concept term that does not appear

throughout the document: the wora mismatch problem. The RFA algorithm creates and

maintains a dynamic document representation space as a response to the above problems.

The importance of concepts is not given any more by a simple lexicographic analysis of
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the documents' content. The importance of terms is derived from RF assessments over

time and across users. A document concept in this context is identified as a term that has

reasonable support among all queries from all relevance assessments of this document.

Support is a data mining measure emphasizing the occurrence percentage of an item in a

set of transactions. In this case, a query term is considered to be the item while the query

is considered to be the transaction. See the example illustrated below (Figure 4.2).

Figure 2.2 Example: Term Support Among Queries.

The important thing to mention is that concept discovery process is user-driven.

In time, the concepts from each document representation will reflect the users' general

perception regarding which are the most important terms to describe the topics of the

document. An immediate logic augmentation is to eliminate terms with low support in a
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document from that document's representation. In this way the size of each document's

representation is reduced.

Figure 2.2 RFA Algorithm Steps (UML Activity Diagram).

STEP 1 - Automatic Indexing: during this step an initial document space is created by

automatically indexing the whole document collection (see Figure 4.3). The indexing

procedure uses standard lexicographic analysis (e.g. tf-idf based measures)

complemented by additional improvement techniques like: stopped words removal andlor
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stemming. One very important mention to be made at this point is the fact that STEP 1 is

performed only once, after the document collection is gathered. Afterwards, only STEP 2,

3 and 4 are infinitely repeated at pre-programmed intervals (see Figure 4.3), for as long

as the system is up and running. The pre-programming is implemented using

activation triggers. An activation trigger is defined as a flag that becomes active

whenever a certain conaition relative to the relevance assessments collectea so far, is

satisfied. An example of such an activation trigger would be a counter showing how

many relevance assessments the system collected with respect to a certain document.

Whenever this counter reaches a certain threshold (for example 1OOO relevance

assessments) the trigger becomes active.

From RFA algorithm's point of view, an activation trigger can be attached to:

• Individual documents

• Groups of documents

• Whole document collections

There are two types of activation triggers:

• Counters — counting items or events

• Timers — monitoring the time lapsed

Based on the retrieval system's internal and external characteristics, the designer can

custom-configure the activation triggers to be used. Even more, the activation trigger

design remains an open problem. The WISEarch system used to evaluate the RFA

algorithm described by this thesis uses individual document counters as activation

triggers. This counter, attached to each document, counts the number of relevance

assessments collected for this document from all users.
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STEP 2 — Collect Relevance Feedback: during this step the system will collect from

searchers any relevance feedback assessment(s) of type (Q o , D). One can observe on the

UIML activity diagram (Figure 4.3) that STEP 2 is a parallellconcurrent process with

"Perform Search Session." That is because the process of collecting relevance feedback is

part of the retrieval/browsing operation. During this step, the result might be a set of

(query, document) tuples rather than a single tuple. This happens when the user judges

more documents from the result set to be relevant to the same query.

For each of the (Qo, D) tuples:

• Qo is transformed in Q using the ordered terms pairing heuristic, presented in
Section 4.3. The relevance judgment (Qo, D) then becomes (Q, D).

• (Q, D) is then used to update the data structure designed to accumulate the
relevance feedback. This data structure is composed of two matrices called
Term-Document Matrix (the document vector space), and Document Matrix.
For all the terms that appear in both Q and D, the RF accumulation data
structures are updated. The updating consists of increasing the relevance
assessment counters for (term_Q, D) pairs in Term-Document Matrix, and for
documents in Document Matrix. The relevance assessment counter for
(term_Q, D) pairs in Term-Document Matrix, shows how many times the term
term_Q and the document D were involved together, in a relevance assessment.
The relevance assessment counter for documents in Document Matrix shows
how many times document D was involved in a relevance assessment. Having
computed these two values, it is easy to estimate the support for any
(term_Q, D) pair. Any term in Q that does not appear in D, will be introduced as
a new term in D's vector. Its initial weight is set to the minimum weight among
all terms in D's vector. By this, new potentially high quality terms are added to
one document's vector. This mechanism is aimed at tackling the word mismatch
issue.
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STEP 3 — Document Space Transformation: the document term modification takes place

for each document whenever the attached activation trigger becomes active. In

Figure 4.3, this step is marked as "Transform Document Space." This is the weight

learning function.

For all (term, D) pairs:

Step 3.1: compute the new support value SNEW (term, D) using information collected

during previous STEPs 2.

Step 3.3: modify the weight of the tuple (term, D) as follows:

The weight is increased proportionally with the increase in support Asap  . The term

(1- w.) makes sure the value of the weight will not exceed 1. Weight values range from

O to 1.

The weight is decreased proportionally with the decrease in support Asu0  . In this case

A sup is negative.

No changes are made if the support of the term does not change.
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STEP 4 — Term Classification: following Step 3, during this step, all the terms from D's

vector are re-classified into three type categories, according to their support values. In

Figure 4.3, this step is marked as "Reclassify Terms." Support is a data mining measure

emphasizing the occurrence percentage of an item in a set of transactions. In this case, a

query term is considered to be the item while the query is considered to be the

transaction. Two threshold parameters are used for this task: STAN and ST_R

The term type categories are:

• Type R terms: relevant terms, having high support. (i.e. terms having support
greater than ST_N).

• Type C terms: candidate terms, having moderate support (i.e. terms having
support greater that ST_N but smaller than ST_R).

• Type N terms: non-relevant terms, having low support (i.e. terms having
support smaller than ST_N).

Figure 4.2 Types of Index Terms.
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The type N terms will not be considered indexing terms anymore, but they will

still be kept in the data structure because their support might increase with future

relevance assessments. By this, the size of document representations is reduced.

A simplified illustration of the RFA algorithm is given in Figure 4.5. The figure

only shows the support value for each (term, D) pair rather that the actual weight because

this weight is directly proportional to the support value. Also, for simplification matters

the figure only emphasizes the situation for one document. Suppose this document is D.

STEP 1 is depicted by the Initial_D_Vector, containing the terms: T1, T2, T3, T4 and

T5. This is the corresponding VSM vector for D calculated during the automatic indexing

phase. During STEPs 2 and 2, the relevance assessments given by users 1, 2, 3 and 4 are

collected and support is calculated for each (term, D) pair. One can observe, for example,

that term T2 appears in queries Q1, Q2 and Q4 hence its support will be O.75 since there

are four queries in total. During STEP 2 all terms of document D, are classified

according to their support values.

In this case:

• Type R terms: the terms having the support greater than or equal to O.75.

• Type C terms: the terms having the support greater than or equal to O.5 but less
than O.75.

• Type N terms: the terms having the support less than O.5.
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Figure 2.5 RFA Algorithm Functionality Diagram — Steps 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Terms having type R and C are selected to be index terms for document D

(see Reduced_D_Vector on figure consisting of only four terms rather than five as in the

Initial_D_Vector). They are T1, T2, T3 and T6. One can observe that even though term

T6 does not occur in document D, it was introduced as a new indexing term since it

appeared in some of the queries. At the same time, terms T4 and T5 are removed from

being indexing terms since they are not supported enough in the queries.

Before presenting the algorithm's pseudo-code it is necessary to describe the data

structures and a set of notations used. The data structures are the Document-Matrix

(Figure 4.6) and the TD-Matrix (Figure 4.7).
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The columns in the data structure have the following meaning:

• Term: the word representing a term in a document.

• Document: the document ID in the document collection.

• Weight: the frequency-based weight for this (Term, Document) tuple.

• No_Of_Queries: the number of queries that contained Term, to which
Document was assessed relevant by a user.

• Support: the ratio between No_Of_Queries in Matrix and the total number
of queries to which Document was assessed as relevant. This amount is
represented by No_Of RF_Assessments in the Document_Matrix. The total
number includes also the queries that did not contain Term.

• Type: Indicates the type of this Term. There are three types for a term
(see Figure 4.4)

• R (Relevant Term): all the terms having support (relative to Document) above a
threshold ST_R. These are the "concepts" that best characterize the Document.
They are used to index the document.
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• C (Candidate Term): all terms having support (relative to Document) less than
ST _R but greater than ST_N. These are terms that are potential "concepts" for
Document. They are also used to index the Document.

• N (Non-Relevant Term): all terms having support less than ST_N. They are not
used to index the Document. These are the terms we can get rid of when
representing the Document, hence achieving a size reduction.

Notations used throughout the RFA algorithm:

• Qo — the query posed by the user after it was cleaned. Cleaning is the process of
removing the stopped-words.

• Q — the result of applying ordered terms pairing heuristic on Q o .

• RF(Q) — the relevant set contains all the documents the user judged relevant,
with respect to Q and R(Q).

• DOCUMENT _COUNT — the count threshold indicating how many
(query, Document) assessments have been made without re-classifying the
Terms. See RF_Assessments_Counter in Document-Matrix.

• ST _R— the support threshold above which terms are considered relevant terms.

• ST_N — the support threshold below which terms are considered non-relevant
terms.

RFA Algorithm Pseudocode

The pseudo-code of the RFA algorithm consists of six procedures.

• Accumulate_Relevance_Feedback: represents the main procedure. It models in
pseudo-code 	 format 	 the 	 Collect	 Relevance	 Feedback,
Transform Document Space, and Reclassify Terms activities from the UML
activity diagram presented in Figure 4.3.

• Ordered_Terms_Pairing: the procedure takes a user query as input and
generates an extended query using the ordered terms pairing heuristic described
in Section 4.3.

• Update_Document_Matrix: this procedure updates the document matrix. It
increases No Of RF Assessments and decreases the RF Assessments Counter._

• Update_TD_Matrix: updates the TD_Matrix for a (tenn,doc) pair. A new entry
is created for term if it does not already exist as an index term for doc. If it
already exists the No_OF_Queries is incremented by 1.
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• Update_TD_Weight: updates weights for all index terms of a document. It is
the corresponding procedure for "Transform Document Space" in the

UM activity diagram in Figure 4.3. It adjusts the weight of each index term of
a document. The change is directly proportional to the variance in support of the
term with respect to the document. If the support increased, the weight goes up.
If the support decreased, the weight goes down.

• Classify_Terms: classifies the terms of a document. It is the corresponding
procedure to "Reclassify Terms" in the UM activity diagram in Figure 4.3.
Based on the support of a term with respect to a document, it classifies the term
in one of three possible categories: Type R, Type C or Type N (see Figure 4.4).
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CHAPTER 5

EVALUATION

This chapter is an overview of the experimental settings, and the procedures that were

used to evaluate the RFA algorithm. It contains detailed descriptions of the document

collection, the queries, the relevance assessments, the independent variables, the test runs,

and the evaluation measures.

5.1 Test Document Collection

The document collection used for evaluation consists of a portion of the TIPSTER/TREC

document corpus. The TREC collection is the mandatory corpus used in experiments

submitted to the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC). The reasons to choose the TREC

collection for this evaluation are: (a) it is widely used in information retrieval,

(b) it contains a large number of diverse topics (queries) with corresponding relevance

assessments, and (c) it is probably the only collection providing enough relevance

assessment data-points.

Any version of the TREC document collection contains three items:

• Documents: the actual textual documents stored in SGML format.

• Topics: a topic is a more complex query. (see Section 5.2).

• Relevance Assessments: a list of relevant documents from the collection is
associated with each topic. This makes it possible to design automatic evaluation
processes.
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The TIPSTER collection contains more than 51O,OOO documents. From these,

around 25,OOO documents were selected to form the evaluation document collection. The

selection process was performed according to the following procedure: for each topic T

to be used during evaluation (i.e. topics 51-1OO), we first selected all relevant documents

using the provided relevance assessments. Then, we randomly selected more non-relevant

documents, until the total reached 5OO for each T. With 5O Ts, the resulting document

collection will consist of about 5OX5OO=25,OOO documents. The reason to use only a

sub-collection is that the RFA algorithm only performs document space transformations

when the documents are relevant to the 5O topics. There is no advantage in choosing a

larger sub-collection, since in most cases the irrelevant documents do not affect

representations. Only the initial effectiveness parameters would be different for a larger

collection. The average density of relevant documents per topic for this collection

is O.O12.

5.2 Queries and Relevance Assessments

A query is defined as the observable representation of a user's information need. This

observable representation is in fact what the user actually types to a retrieval system

(Buckley and Walz, 1999, p. 1).

The standard TIPSTERITREC collection provides topics rather than queries. A

TREC topic is a longer query with structure. As defined within the TREC Query Track a

topic represents an information neea of a user. It incluaes a full statement of what

information is wanted as well as information the user knows that pertains to the reLuest

(Buckley, 2OOO, p. 2). An example of a TREC topic is given in Figure 5.1. They are
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stored in standardized SGML format. For the full version of TREC Topic O51 please

refer to Appendix A.

The fact that there are only topics, rather than queries, makes it necessary to generate

several queries for each of these topics.

The reasons to do this are:

• TREC topics are not realistic, because they are too long and too well defined. It
has been shown that most users do not care to compile such long and complex
queries. The number of terms per query averages around two
(Toms et al., 2OO1).

• A retrieval system will never obtain complex information need descriptions such
as the topics, from its users. The query is the only information from the user a
retrieval system has (Buckley and Walz, 1999, p. 1).

• The RFA algorithm is based on the probabilistic estimation (support) of the
importance of a term to a document. This importance is derived from user
relevance assessments. In this case, several data points are needed for each
document. This means that each document must be judged relevant to several
different queries. In TREC topic relevance sets, each document is usually judged
relevant to 1 or 2 topics. The lack of query-to-document assessment data points
is actually a characteristic of all test document collections. This is one reason for
the little attention received by the document-oriented view technique
(Bodoff et al. 2OO1).
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• TREC topics are subjective from the ordinary user's point, because these topics
are expert generated. This experiment, tries to emulate as much as possible, a
real user situation.

Previous work done within the TREC Query Track, already generated a pool of

about 43 queries for each of the 5O TREC topics from 51 to 1OO (consult APPENDIX B

to see the list of queries generated for TREC Topic 51). Both experts and non-experts

generated this corpus.

The queries were grouped in three categories (Buckley, 2OOO):

• Very short: 2-4 words based on the topic and possibly a few relevant documents
from TREC disk 2.

• Sentence: 1-2 sentences using topic and relevant documents.

• Sentence-Feedback only: 1-2 sentences using only relevant documents. The aim
is to increase vocabulary variability.

Each of the TREC topics comes with an associated relevant documents set. For this

evaluation, all generated queries specific to a TREC topic, were considered to share that

TREC topic's relevant documents.

5.2 Experimental Design

The independent variables of the experimental setting were:

(a) Retrieval system type: Table 5.1 lists all retrieval systems evaluated and

compared for this study. The systems ST and BR represent the baseline systems. The

systems BB and BS are hybrid systems created in order to test two other possible

approaches to document representation improvement.
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The standard retrieval system (ST) is built on the vector space model with LTC as

the weighting scheme (Salton and Buckley, 1988; Savoy et al. 1996), and inner product

as the similarity measure. The LTC weighting scheme has the following mathematical

form:

In the above formula, wig is the weight of term j in document i, tf ij is the term frequency

of term j in document i, idfk is the inverse document frequency of term k, and t is the

number of terms in document i. This formula is preferred because it accounts for both

document length normalization and document collection size normalization.

The RFA retrieval system (RFA) consists of a standard system (ST) augmented

with the RFA algorithm. The RFA algorithm itself was presented in greater detail in

Chapter 4.

The Brauen system (BR) consists of the standard system (ST) augmented with the

Brauen algorithm (Brauen, 1969), described in Chapter 3. The parameters used for the

Brauen algorithm are those reported to be optimal in (Brauen, 1969). They are: beta=30,

delta=8 and gamma=0.225.
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The Brauen-Batch (BB) system represents a hybrid version of the BR system that

does not perform document modification for each relevance assessment, but rather

batches them for efficiency. The original Brauen algorithm modifies a document vector

each time a relevance assessment is available for that document. This, results in low

efficiency as well as high weight oscillation. To better illustrate this issue, consider the

following situation: a BR retrieval system captures 100 relevance assessments for

document D, during a time interval T. Following Brauen's algorithm, the document D's

vector is altered 100 times during the time period T. This is obviously not efficient, but

more importantly the weights will have 100 different values during T. If the document

modification function is rapidly increasing (or decreasing), as the Brauen's function does,

the weights oscillation is characterized by high amplitudes. To attenuate this effect, the

Brauen-Batch system associates an activation trigger to each document vector. Therefore,

each document vector is modified only when the associated trigger becomes active. As

described in Section 4.4, such an activation trigger becomes active, whenever a pre-

defined number of relevance assessments, is collected for a document.

The Brauen-Smooth (BS) system is a hybrid version of the BR system that applies

an exponential smoothing after each document modification operation. Exponential

smoothing is a forecasting technique that weights past observations with exponentially

decreasing weights. The BS system uses the single exponential smoothing scheme'. The

mathematical formula for this scheme, adapted to the retrieval system context, is the

following:

1 http://www. ill. n i sl. go v/div 8 9 8/handbooldpmc/seclion4/pmc43 1 .hlm
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In this equation, swt is the smoothed weight value of term i at time t, wt_, is the

non-smoothed weight value of term i at time t-1, swt_ i is the smoothed weight value of

term i at time t-1, and a is the smoothing constant. The smoothing constant represents

the speed at which former smoothed values are dampened. If alpha is close to 1, the

dampening is quick, while if alpha is close to 0 the dampening is slow. The initial step of

the smoothing process for each term i is to set sw2i = w1 . There is no swi . The

inconvenience with this system is the fact that it requires double weight document

vectors. A double weight document vector has two weights associated with each term

from the vector. One of the weights is the BR weight, and the other is its smoothed

version. After the training phase of the document vector space is complete, the weight of

each term is set to its last forecasted value (last smoothed value). The BS systems were

tested for two different smoothing constants: 0.2 and 0.4. For larger values the

dampening of past observations is too quick. 0.4 was found to be the best smoothing

constant for this document collection.

(b) Stemming: each of the baseline and augmented systems was tested under both

stemming and no stemming conditions. Stemming is a technique that reduces classes of

words to their common stem (root). For example, "information" and "informational" are

both reduced to their common stem "inform". The reason for introducing stemming as an

independent variable is the fact that stemming itself is able to reduce document

representation size. It is then interesting to see if stemming together with RFA can yield

even better results than RFA alone. For stemming conditions we used the Lovins

stammer (Lovins, 1968).
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(c) Browsing batch size: represents the number of documents, out of the total

number of retrieved documents, that are examined by the "user" (the evaluation is done

automatically) to provide relevance assessments. In order to better simulate the real user

experience, for any given training set query, the RFA algorithm does not modify all

relevant returned documents. The relevant documents set is restricted to those identified

within the first 30 or 50 retrieved documents. All others are ignored. The two browsing

batch sizes of 30 and 50 were derived based on the findings reported in

(Spink et al. 2001), where the median number of retrieved web pages browsed was found

to be 8, while a page usually displays 10 results. At the same time a large percentage of

the users (around 48%) only browsed one or two pages. For this study 30 represents the

normal user effort load, while 50 represents the maximum user effort load.

(d)STAN classification threshold (see Figure 4.4): while ST _R was held

constant at 0.3, STAN was tested for 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05. The optimal threshold

parameters setting for this collection was found to be: ST_R=0.3 and ST_N0.05.

Table 5.2 shows a holistic view of the evaluation setting. In this table, the

parameter for the BS systems represents the value of the dampening constant a, and the

parameter for RFA systems represents the value of the ST_N threshold (see Figure 4.4).

The integer values in each cell of the table are used to number the different conditions

(test runs).
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5.2 Measurements

This section is an overview of the measures that were used in order to evaluate each of

the three goals of the RFA algorithm. Section 5.4.1 presents the design of the test runs

used to automatically collect data. The actual measures are presented in Section 5.4.2.

Because the measurement tools differ from one goal to another, section 5.4.2 is organized

according to the three goals (see Section 4.1).

5.2.1 Test Runs

The measurements were observed for two training/evaluation sets, randomly generated

from the TREC data. The testing procedure is inspired by (Brauen, 1969), because it is

one of the few concerning a document-oriented technique, and because the testing

procedure emulates a real-user situation.
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The procedure works along the following guidelines:

• The pool of queries is divided into two distinct question sets: the training set and
the evaluation set. The training set contains about 80% of the queries from the
pool. The remaining 20% of the queries form the evaluation set. The dividing
process is repeated twice.

• The training set is used to train the system. Training the system means to modify
the document vectors according to the RFA algorithm (or the other algorithms:
BR, BB and BS).

• The evaluation set is used to test average retrieval performance measures.

5.2.2 Measures

This section presents the measures used for the RFA algorithm's evaluation. They are

grouped according to each of the three goals presented in Section 4.1.

Goal 1: to evaluate size reduction, the average number of indexing terms per

document was computed. Under each of the conditions BR, BB, BS and RFA, the

average was calculated only for those documents whose representations were altered

during the training phase. The reason to select only these documents is to get a clearer

estimate of how effective the RFA system is, when compared to the other systems.

Goal 2: the quality of the document representations was evaluated by a set of

judges. For this, a number of 121 students were used. There were 103 graduate students

and 18 undergraduate students. Their familiarity with the "document keyword" concept

was captured using a 5-points Likert scale, as part of the background questionnaire. A

score of 1 meant "very familiar", a score of 2 meant "familiar", a score of 3 meant

"neutral", a score of 4 meant "not familiar", and a score of 5 meant "not familiar at all."

The distribution of familiarity with the "document keyword" concept among the 121

students is presented in Table 5.3.



The document representation quality was evaluated and compared for the ST, BR and

RFA systems. Each subject was presented with 5 evaluation packages. Each package

contained one document plus a list of index terms associated with the document. The

index terms list associated with each document was built by selecting and combining the

top 20 most important (highest support for RFA and highest weights for ST, BR) index

terms from all the three retrieval systems ST, BR and RFA. Duplicates were then

eliminated and index terms were ordered alphabetically. The subjects did not know the

source or the initial ordering of the index terms, in the 3 documents spaces, from which

they were selected. Each subject was asked to first carefully read and understand the

topic(s) of the document. After that he/she was asked to assign a score, on a scale from

1 to 5, for each of the index terms in the list associated with the document they read. The

subjects assigned the scores based on their judgment of how good they considered each

term was, in describing the topic(s) of the document. For this evaluation, 25 topics from

the 50 available were randomly selected. Then, 2 documents were randomly selected for

each topic. The documents were selected out of the ones whose vectors were altered by

both the RFA and the BR algorithm, during the training phase. The ST system was not

taken into consideration because it does not alter the document vectors. By this, a set of

50 documents was selected for document representation quality evaluation. They were
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uniformly split among the 121 subjects. Please consult APPENDIX C to see a document

representation quality evaluation questionnaire sample.

The quality of the document representation modification function (learning curve)

was also evaluated for the BR, BB, BS and RFA systems. The quality of a learning

function relies on its ability to rapidly learn the weight of a term-document pair, and to

keep the future alterations close to this value. In other words, a poor quality learning

function will generate far apart values for the same weight at different points in time.

The average mean square error (MSE) for all terms from 50 randomly selected

documents was estimated The documents were selected from those that were altered by

BR, BB, BS and RFA systems respectively. The reference point for MSE calculation was

the last term weight, considered to be the learned term weight.

Goal 3: several measures were computed and compared in order to evaluate the

retrieval performance.

They were:

• The 10-Point Average Precision: this is calculated by averaging the precision of
the retrieval system at ten different recall levels (0.1, ... , 1.0). A recall level of
k is attained when a fraction of k from the total number of relevant documents
were retrieved. The average can be calculated for each query individually or
averaged over all queries. Brauen (1969) used this measure in evaluating his
document modification algorithm. In order to compare the RFA algorithm with
the BR algorithm, this measure had to be used.

• The F-measure (van Rijsbergen, 1979) combines precision and recall together.
The formula is given by:

In this formula, P is precision, R is recall, and a is a variable parameter that
allows the control for the relative importance of precision and recall. For low
values of a, precision is more important than recall. When a is 1, precision and
recall are equally important. If a is greater than 1, recall is more important than
precision.
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• The average precision fails to take into account the sequentiality effect of how
the retrieval system presents the documents to the user. In the best case, the
system displays all relevant documents before irrelevant ones. Two measures
take this sequentiality effect into consideration: normalized precision and
normalized recall. They are calculated for single queries and can also be
averaged over all queries. Normalized precision and recall are user-oriented
measures related to satisfaction and frustration (Korthage, 1997). Their
definitions from (Brauen, 1969):

In the formulas above, N represents the document collection size, R is the total
number of relevant documents for a single query, i is the ith relevant document,
and rib is the rank of theitchdocument. Normalized precision is a measure that
takes into consideration the ranking sequence of the retrieved documents. An
ideal retrieval system should present all relevant documents first. Intermixing
irrelevant documents in between the relevant ones, in the response set, decreases
the retrieval quality. For exemplification, consider first that a retrieval system
retrieves 100 documents in response to a query. Out of the 100 documents only
50 are relevant to the query. Furthermore, suppose the 50 relevant documents
are presented to the user before the other irrelevant 50. The precision in this
case is 0.5. Consider now another retrieval system with the exact same
characteristics, except it first presents the 50 irrelevant documents to the user,
and only afterwards the other 50 relevant ones. The precision of this second
retrieval system it is still 0.5. They also have similar recall. Still, they are not the
same. The first retrieval system is better, because the way it presents the
returned documents: the relevant ones first. Therefore, precision and recall
alone cannot pinpoint the effect of the sequence in which retrieved documents
are presented to the searcher. Normalized precision is able to emphasize this
difference.



CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This chapter is an overview and analysis of the results. After several RFA parameter

configurations were tested, the optimal was found to be: STAR=0.3 and ST_N0.05. All

RFA systems whose results are reported throughout this section are based on this

parameter configuration.

6.1 Size Reduction

This section presents the document representation size reduction results. Table 6.1 and

Table 6.2 show the size of the modified document space for all the tested systems. The

results are averaged over the two evaluation sets. In the two tables, BSIZE refers to the

value of the independent variable "browsing batch size." Each cell in the table displays

the average number of index terms per document. Under each of the conditions, BR, BB,

BS and RFA, the average is calculated for all documents whose representations were

altered during the training phase. The reason to select only these documents is to get a

clearer estimate of how effective the RFA algorithm is, when compared to the other

systems. From this point on, the formulation "document space," is used to refer only to

these document representations. In other words, the "document space" is the set of all

document representations altered during the training phase. For the ST systems, the

average number of index terms per document is calculated using the set of modified

document representations from the BR, BB, BS and RFA systems, to which is compared.
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The systems BR, BB and BS generate document spaces with similar or very close

sizes. Therefore, they are listed together in the same column in Table 6.1 and 6.2. The

bolded percentage values in the "RFA" column show the extent of document space size

reduction as compared to the other systems.

The results clearly indicate that the RFA algorithm reduces the size of the affected

document space by at least 86.6%. The size reduction rate goes as high as 89.7%. It is

very important at this point to mention that the reduction is obtained while preserving or

improving the retrieval effectiveness of the systems augmented with RFA (see results in

Sections 6.2 and 6.3). In Section 5.3, it was stated that the reason for introducing

stemming as an independent variable was to test if there is any improvement when

combining it with the RFA algorithm. The results show no noticeable difference between

the "Stem" and "No Stem" conditions.
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6.2 Overall Retrieval Effectiveness

This section presents the overall retrieval effectiveness for all the systems that were

tested. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the comparison of the retrieval effectiveness for all five

systems evaluated in this study. In the two tables, P is precision, R is recall, F is the

F-measure, PN is the normalized precision, and RN is the normalized recall. All systems in

Table 6.3, except ST, were evaluated with a value of 50 for the browsing batch size. All

systems in Table 6.4, except ST, were evaluated with a value of 30 for the browsing

batch size. For the BS system, the smoothing coefficient is 0.4. For the computation of

the F-measure, the coefficient aF was set to 0.5, meaning that precision was considered to

be twice as important as recall.

The results are averaged over the two evaluation sets. The relative increase

(the percentages in the parenthesis) for systems BR, RFA, BB and BS is relative to the

ST system. Parameter values displayed in bold represent the best value for that specific

parameter, among all systems in the same table column.
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6.2.1 Precision — P

RFA systems consistently yield better overall precision P, by more than 4% in the

BSIZE=30 case, and by more than 2% in the BSIZE=30 case, than all other systems

(ST, BR, BB and BS). This is to say that RFA systems are able to perform better than all

other systems, while using a substantially smaller size document representation space.

6.2.2 Recall — R

As expected the size reduction influences the overall recall R. For all non-RFA systems,

recall increases with 1.4% in the BSIZE=30/Stem case, with 2.7% in

BSIZE=30/No-Stem case, with 0.9% in the BSIZE=30/Stem case, and with 1.7% in the

BSIZE=30/No-Stem case. On the other hand RFA's recall performance drops with 3.7%

in the BSIZE=30/Stem, with 3.1% in the BSIZE=30/No-Stem case, with 3.3% the

BSIZE=30/Stem case, and with 4.6% in the BSIZE=30/No-Stem case. The slightly recall

drop does not represent a major drawback, because modern retrieval systems manage

large document collections containing large numbers of relevant documents per topic.

Furthermore, the recall drop effect can be mitigated by adjusting the STAN threshold

(see Section 7.1).

6.2.2 F-Measure

As mentioned before, in section 3.4.2, the F-measure (van Rijsbergen, 1979) combines

precision and recall together (i.e. harmonic mean). It is characterized by the constant a.

For low values of a, precision is more important than recall. When a is 1, precision and

recall are equally important. When a is greater than 1, recall is more important than

precision. In our case a was set to 0.3, meaning precision was higher weighted than

recall. A larger value of the F-measure indicates better retrieval. Tables 6.3 and 6.4
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clearly indicate that RFA systems are the only ones yielding an improved F-measure

when compared to the ST systems. More precisely, the RFA systems improve the

F-measure with 3.3% in the BSIZE=50/Stem case, with 3.1% in the BSIZE=50/No-Stem

case, with 1.8% in the BSIZE=50/Stem case, and with 2.3% in the BSIZE=50/No-Stem

case.

6.2.2 Normalized Precision — PN

Normalized precision is a measure that takes into consideration the sequence in which

retrieved documents are presented to the user. The results indicate that RFA systems have

higher normalized precision levels than all other systems in all other conditions. Under

"Stem" conditions, when compared to ST systems, the RFA systems improve normalized

precision with 3.3% in the BSIZE=50 case and with 1.8% in the BSIZE=50 case.

Similarly, under "No Stem" conditions, the RFA systems improve normalized precision

with 3.1% in the BSIZE=50 case and with 2.3% in the BSIZE=50 case. This proves the

fact that retrieval systems augmented with the RFA algorithm do a better job at pushing

relevant documents towards the top of the returned documents list.

6.2.5 Normalized Recall - RN

Normalized recall is another measure that takes into consideration the sequence in which

retrieved documents are presented to the user. The results indicate that RFA systems have

slightly higher normalized recall levels than all other systems in all other conditions.

More specific, RFA systems improve normalized recall with 0.7% in the BSIZE=50/Stem

case, with 0.3% in the BSIZE=30/No-Stem case, and with 0.4% in both BSIZE=50/Stem,

and BSIZE=50/No-Stem cases. This fact again, is a clear indication that retrieval systems
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augmented with the RFA algorithm do a better job (or at least as good) at presenting

relevant documents to searchers.

6.2 Retrieval Effectiveness at the First Three Recall Levels

This section presents an in depth analysis of the retrieval effectiveness at the first three

recall levels, for all the systems that were tested.

The results presented throughout the previous section only show the overall

retrieval performance of the augmented systems. This section details the retrieval

improvement that was observed to be taking place within the first few recall levels. The

improvements observed for the rest of the recall levels were not noticeable.

Tables 6.5 and 6.6 show the results. In these tables, the column header named RL stands

for "recall level." The percentage in each cell represents the relative increase in precision

with respect to ST systems. The bold values indicate the best performance for a recall

level column. The shaded cells indicate the recall level columns where RFA yielded the

best results. The results are averaged over the two evaluation sets.
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First, a very important observation is the substantial increase in precision for the

first three recall levels, obtained when using any of the tested systems (with the exception

of ST). The reason why results presented in Section 6.2 reported a smaller increase in

overall precision is the fact that the results were averaged over the 1O recall levels.

The second observation of the analysis emphasizes the ability of the RFA systems

to perform better or at least the same as the other systems. The grayed cells in

Tables 6.5 and 6.6 indicate the situations when the RFA system had the best

performance. For all the other cases, the performance of RFA was very close to the best

performance. The critical advantage of RFA systems is the fact that they rely on a

substantially smaller size document representation space.

6.2 Document Representation Quality

This section presents the evaluation results for the quality of the document representation.

Throughout this section the "index-term quality" notion is referred to as the "index-term

perceived-quality," because data was collected using human judgments

(see Section 5.4.2). Two distinct analysis threads are conducted.

The first analysis thread, detailed in Section 6.4.1, emphasizes the perceived-

quality distribution of the index terms generated by the three systems under scrutiny

(ST, BR and RFA), according to three predefined index terms categories. The three

categories are: "Low perceived-quality", "Medium perceived-quality" and

"High perceived-quality." Using this classification, better systems will tend to generate

document representations containing a larger number of index-terms belonging to the



"High perceived-quality" category, and a smaller number of index terms belonging to the

"Low perceived-quality" category.

The second analysis thread, detailed in Section 6.4.2 presents a statistical analysis

to support the results of the perceived-quality distribution analysis.

6.2.1 Index-Terms Perceived-Quality Distribution Analysis

This section presents the perceived-quality distribution of index terms generated by the

three systems under scrutiny (ST, BR and RFA), according to three predefined

index-terms categories.

The starting point of the analysis is the overall averaged results depicted in

Table 6.7. Each cell in the table indicates the average perceived-quality of all index-

terms, for all 50 documents, over all 121 subjects. The values in the parentheses represent

the standard deviations from the mean values.

The standard deviations for the three systems are in very close range: 1.57 for the ST

system, 1.55 for the BR system, and 1.4 for the RFA system. This implies a close to

similar distribution of the data points around the mean values for the three systems. At

the same time, the means of the data series for the three systems are different. The BR

system has the lowest mean 2.55, followed by the ST system 2.65 and finally the RFA

system with 2.78. This evidence suggests that: the RFA system generates the document

representations with the best index-term perceived-Luality distribution. This means that

document representations generated by the RFA system contain a larger number of
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"High perceived-quality" index terms and a smaller number of "Medium" and

"Low perceived-quality" index terms.

Further analysis to support the formerly stated claim is conducted by looking at

two different index-term perceived-quality data series. The first data series is an index

term level data series, while the second one is a document level data series. The first data

series comprises of all the tuples of the form (indexAterm, document_id, subject_id)

and their corresponding scores. The document id field represents a unique document

identifier assigned to each of the 50 documents used in this evaluation. Similarly, the

subject_id field represents a unique identifier assigned to each individual subject that

participated in this evaluation. All tuples of this form are considered to be unique. In

other words the three fields of this tuple form a primary key together. For example, if ten

different subjects assigned a score to a specific term in one document, that term would

have been counted ten times. Analysis results for this data series are presented in

Table 6.8 and the corresponding bar-chart in Figure 6.1.

The "Total" column represents the number of index terms that were judged by all

subjects. It is actually the total number of distinct tuples of the form

(index-term, document_id, subject_id) that exist in the database. Each cell in the columns

"Low", "Medium", and "High" displays the number of index terms out of all the judged
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index terms (the "Total" column) that belong to that category. These cells also display the

corresponding percentage value. There are three categories: "Low perceived quality,"

"Medium perceived quality," and "High perceived quality." An index term is counted as

belonging to one of these categories using the following rule: an index term is counted as

belonging to the "Low" category, if it was assigned a score less than 5.0 on the evaluation

scale; an index term is counted as belonging to the "Medium" category, if it was assigned

a score of 5.0 on the evaluation scale; and an index term is counted as belonging to the

"High" category, if it was assigned a score greater than 5.0 on the evaluation scale.

It is obvious from Table 6.8 and Figure 6.1 that RFA is able to generate the most number

of high perceived-quality index-terms 52.9%, when compared to BR with 21.59% and

ST with 28.19%. At the same time, RFA generates less medium and low perceived

quality terms than both ST and BR systems. The results support the claim stated above.
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The second data series comprises of all the tuples of the form

(index term, document_id) and their corresponding scores. All tuples of this form are

considered to be unique (together they form a primary key). For example, if ten different

subjects assigned a score to a specific term in one document, that term will only be

counted once, and its score will be the average of the scores from the ten subjects. As

opposed to the first data series, which is an overall view of index-term perceived-quality,

this second data series is a document level view of the index-term perceived-quality.

Analysis results for this data series are presented in Table 6.9 and the corresponding

bar-chart in Figure 6.2.

Similarly, all terms from this distribution are assigned to the three categories

("Low," "Medium," and "High") in the same manner as for the first distribution. The

only difference is that in this case, the index terms are classified based on their average

perceived-quality.



Analysis results from the second data series show that the RFA system is able to generate

more high perceived-quality index-terms than both ST and BR systems. At the same

time, the number of low quality and medium perceived-quality index-terms generated by

the RFA system is less than both ST and RFA systems (with the exception of medium

quality index terms for BR system (see Table 6.9). The results are consistent and support

the claim made at the beginning of the analysis section. It is very interesting to notice that

on average, the ST system generates higher perceived-quality index-terms than the BR

system. This phenomenon might be attributed to the instability of the BR document

representations (i.e. highly oscillating weights), presented in Section 6.5.

The results of the overall analysis, index term level analysis, and document level

analysis on the perceived-quality of the index terms generated by the three systems

(ST, BR, and RFA) show that: the document representations generated by the RFA

system have the best index-term perceivea-Luality distribution. This implies that the
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document representations generated by the RFA system received the best perceived-

quality scores.

6.2.2 Index-Terms Perceived-Quality Statistical Analysis

This section presents a statistical analysis to support the results from the previous section.

The dependent variable in the analysis is of ordinal type (see Section 5.4.2). A pair wise

system comparison was conducted in order to compare the means of the

perceived-quality distributions. The analyzed variable was the index-term perceived-

quality score assigned by the judges. Mann-Whitney tests were used in order to

investigate if there were statistically significant differences between the mean scores of

each pair of the three systems (ST, BR, and RFA). Mann-Whitney is the non-parametric

version of the independent samples t-test. This test does not assume that the dependent

variable is normally distributed. The only assumption is that the analyzed variable is of

ordinal type. The null hypothesis (HO) was that there is no statistically significant

difference between the perceived-quality of the index terms generated by any pair of two

systems. Results are presented in Table 6.10.

The results show the following: (a) The mean of the RFA system's scores is significantly

higher then the mean of the BR system; (b) The mean of the ST system's scores is

significantly higher then the mean of the BR system; (c) The mean of the RFA system's

scores is significantly higher then the mean of the ST system. The conclusion of the test
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is that, overall, the perceived-quality distribution of the index-terms generated by the

RFA system is the best among the three systems under scrutiny.

The univariate analysis above did not take into account the possibility that other

characteristics may influence the differences between the three systems

(e.g. judges' familiarity with the "keyword" concept). Multiple linear regression analyses

were performed to investigate if the statistically significant differences remain after

controlling for differences in other characteristics. Table 6.11 details the regression

specifications and the results. Each cell in the table reports the regression coefficient, and

in between parentheses the probability that the coefficient is significantly different from

zero (P>It1). The explanatory variables of main interest are the categorical Sys_BR

(taking the value 1 if the score is for the BR system and 0 otherwise), and Sys RFA

(taking the value 1 if the score is for the RFA system and 0 otherwise). The reference

system is ST, and the two key variables will show whether, on average, the scores for

each system are significantly different than the scores from ST, independent of

differences in other characteristics. Other factors controlled for in the regressions are

female-vs-male (taking the value 1 if the judge was female and 0 otherwise); each level

of familiarity compared with the highest; education level (taking the value 1 if

undergraduate, and 0 if graduate); categorical variables for each document to control for

unobservable individual characteristics of each document (Documentid in Table 6.11);

and categorical variables for each judge to control for unobserved individual

characteristics other than sex and education level (Subject_Id in Table 6.11). The results

for the control variables "Documentid" and "Subject_Id" in Regression 5 are reported in

APPENDIX E.
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The first regression, used as a baseline, shows that not taking into account other factors,

RFA scores are on average 14% higher and BR scores are 28% lower when compared

with the ST system (p<0.01 for both coefficients). The coefficients of interest remain

virtually the same in the richer specifications reported in the last two columns of

Table 6.11 (Regression 2 and Regression 5) even if some of the other control variables

have a statistically significant effect on the difference in the perceived-quality. T-tests in

all three specifications indicate that the coefficients of RFA and BR are statistically

different (p<0.01). The key result of the regressions is robust to various specifications

(i.e. factors other than the system type). The final conclusion is that: on average, the

aocument representations generated by the RFA system receivea the best perceivea-

Luality scores.

A last analysis was performed to see if there is a correlation between the weights

automatically generated by a system and the corresponding average perceived-quality

scores. For this the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS) was used to test the similarity of two

distributions. KS makes no assumptions about the distribution of the data. This test is

investigating if any of the systems (ST, BR and RFA) generate weights that are similar to

their average perceived-quality scores assigned by judges. The results indicated no
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statistically significant results for any of the three systems, meaning that there is no

significant correlation between the automatically generated weight of a term and the

average perceived-quality of the term. However, the measures compared by this test are

not entirely meaningful and/or comparable: on one hand we have a list of automatically

generated term weights that are continuous values between 0 and 1; and on the other hand

we have a list of normalized (divided by 5) average perceived-quality scores. A more

meaningful statistical test would have been possible if the perceived-quality data points

would have been rank-ordered by the judges. This kind of test is proposed as a future

research objective. Such searcher-centric a study will explore the degree to which an

automatic indexing algorithm generates weights that are correlated with the searcher's

perceived quality.

6.2.2 Subjects Agreement Analysis

This section presents the subject agreement analysis, a necessary step in any experiment

involving human judgment. The scale used during the evaluation is a numerically-coded

ordinal scale (5-point Likert scale). The best agreement measure for this type of scale is

Kendall Coefficient of Concordance (Siegel and Castellan, 1998), denoted with W. The

value of W ranges from 0 to 1. A value of 0 indicates chance agreement. A value of 1

indicates complete agreement between subjects. Our data indicates a mean value of

0.588 (p<.0001) for W over all 50 documents. The detailed per-document W values are

presented in Table 6.12.
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Some of the factors that influence the level of agreement between the judges are the

following: (a) the perceived-quality of an index term is a highly subjective measure;

and (b) the familiarity of the judges with the "keyword concept." While nothing can be

done to improve the subjective nature of the measure (perceived quality), it is possible to

explore in more detail the agreement between those judges that reported a high

familiarity with the "keyword" concept. To do this, all judgments corresponding to

judges that in the background questionnaire reported to be "not familiar at all,"

"not familiar," or "neutral familiar" with the "keyword" concept were removed.
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The results show an improved agreement mean value of 0.47 (p<.0001; or other p that

can be seen in table below). The detailed per-document W values are presented in

Table 6.15.

A mean value of agreement between 0.4 and 0.6 usually denotes a moderate

agreement. Previous research in human-computer interaction has shown that the

probability of two persons having the same understanding of a concept is at most 0.2

(Furnas et al. 1987). Under such circumstances, due to the subjective nature of the

measure (perceived-quality), our agreement value represents a good result, having in

mind that the RFA algorithm works by generalizing across all users. In other words, the
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RFA algorithm is looking exactly for that small number of high quality index terms, on

which there is general quality agreement.

6.2.2 Factors Influencing the Perceived-Quality

This section presents three major factors that positively influence the perceived-quality of

the document representations generated by the RFA algorithm.

The first major factor contributing to the higher quality of the document

representations generated by the RFA systems is the Ordered Terms Pairing heuristic,

described throughout Section 4.5. It leverages the discovery of N-worded high quality

index terms (in this case N=2). To better illustrate this, consider TREC document

U.S. Steps Up Complaints Over Subsidies for Airbus - WALL STREET JOURNAL
The Reagan administration has escalated its longstanding complaints about European
subsidies to Airbus Industrie, the European aircraft-manufacturing group. At the
suggestion of a White House trade strike force, the U.S. asked for high-level talks on
the matter next month with senior officials of France, West Germany and Britain, the
major partners in the Airbus group. U.S. officials said the Europeans have agreed to
the talks in principle, but haven't set a date yet. Washington has been complaining for
years that the European government subsidies give Airbus an unfair advantage over
U.S.-based competitors such as Boeing Co. and McDonnell-Douglas Corp. U.S.
officials contend the high level of subsidies for the A-530 and A-540 planes violate
the convention on trade in aircraft of the Geneva, Switzerland-based General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The request for high-level talks marked an
intensification of the U.S. complaints. In the past, lower-level U.S. officials have
protested repeatedly to European negotiators, but so far haven't won any concessions.

Figure 6.3 TREC Document WSJ861222-0015.
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Table 6.14 shows the top 20 index terms generated by ST, BR and RFA systems.

In the RFA system's case, the two-worded index terms introduced by the OTP heuristic

are: "airbus subsidies," "trade dispute," "united states," "airbus trade," "subsidy battle,"

and "airbus subsidy". With the exception of "airbus trade" all other index terms are of

high quality and are more efficient in conveying the topic(s) of the document. At the

same time, it should be noted that most of them do not even occur throughout the

document's text.

The second major factor is the ability of the RFA system to filter out unwanted

terms. An unwanted term is a term that has nothing to do with the topics) of the

document that it represents. In other words, such a term does not imply anything about

the topic(s) described by the document with which it is associated. The index term list

presented in Table 6.14 contains several unwanted index terms. In the case of the ST
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system, some of the unwanted terms are: talks, level, complaining, longstanding and

high. In the case of the BR system, some of the unwanted terms are: assistance, gotten,

aoes, and charge. In the case of the RFA system, some of the unwanted terms are:

inaustrie, and issues.

The third major factor is the ability of the RFA algorithm to identify new index

terms from queries. By this, the RFA algorithm tackles the word mismatch problem,

which was presented as motivation in Section 1.2. In the example presented in Table

6.14, the terms "united" and "states," are high quality index terms that do not occur

throughout the document. The document's text contains only "U." (i.e. United) and "S."

(i.e. States). Note that none of the other two representations corresponding to ST and BR

systems contain the term "united" or "states."

6.5 The Learning Function

This section presents the evaluation results of the document representation modification

function, also called the learning function. The quality of a learning function relies on its

ability to rapidly learn the weight of a term-document pair, and to keep the future

alterations close to this value. In other words, a poor quality learning function will

generate far apart values for the same weight of a term-document pair, at different points

in time. The average mean square error (MSE) for all terms from 50 randomly selected

documents was calculated. The reference point for MSE calculation was the last term's

weight value, considered to be the learned term weight. Results averaged over the two

evaluation sets are presented in Table 6.15 and 6.16. Overall, the RFA algorithm provides

a much smoother learning function. Its MSE is considerably lower (close to 10-fold) than
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any of the other systems. This means that weights of terms do not oscillate up and down

with high amplitudes.

For exemplification, consider Figure 6.4. It shows the learning history for the term

"government" with respect to one of the documents in which it occurs

(in our collection: docid=5876), for both BR and RFA systems. In the case of the RFA

system the "government" is a "Type C" term. BR ref and RFA ref in Figure 6.4

represent the actual final learned weights for the term "government". These weights are

used as references for calculating the MSE. It is noticeable that in the BR learning

function case, weights rapidly evolve in a positive or negative direction. The evolving

direction is determined by the appearance pattern of term "government" in the sequence

of relevance assessments. If the terms appear in many consecutive relevance assessments,

its weight will rapidly increase. If the terms do not appear in many consecutive relevance

assessments, its weight will rapidly decrease. For the case in Figure 6.4, MSE(BR)=0.026

while MSE(RFA)=0.009.
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Figure 6.2 Weight Learning History for "government."

Figure 6.5 presents the learning history for the term "wildlife" with respect to one of the

documents in which it occurs (in our collection: docid=9278), for both BR and RFA

systems. In the case of the RFA system, "wildlife" is a "Type R" term. BR_ref and

RFA_ ref in Figure 6.5 represent the learned weights for the term "wildlife." These

weights are used as references for calculating the MSE. For this case, MSE(BR)=0.04

while MSE(RFA)=0.05. It is noticeable that for terms that appear very often within the

relevance feedback history, like "wildlife," the learning function of the BR systems has

higher quality than for the terms that do not appear that often (e.g. "government" in

Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.5 Weight Learning History for "wildlife."

A direct effect of the learning functions' characteristics is visible in Tables 6.5

and 6.6. One can notice that RFA systems have better precision for the second and third

recall levels, while BR systems have better precision for the first recall level. The first

recall level comprises of documents containing terms with the highest support throughout

the relevance feedback history. One such example is "wildlife" (See Figure 6.5). For

these terms, the BR learning function is smoother, closer to the quality of the RFA

learning function. This, combined with the slightly better recall in the case of BR

systems, make the BR systems have a slightly better precision for the first recall level.

This effect can be mitigated by adjusting the "Type C" threshold (ST_N), so that RFA

systems allow more index terms, therefore closing the recall gap between BR and RFA

systems. A more detailed discussion on choosing thresholds is presented in Section 7.1.

The second and third recall levels comprise documents containing terms with

medium support throughout the relevance support corpus. In this case, the BR learning
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function generates oscillating term weights (e.g. "government" in Figure 6.4), depending

on how terms occur throughout the analyzed relevance assessments. The RFA learning

function, driven by term support variance, generates steadier weights that smoothly

converge to the final learned value.

6.6 A Comparative Analysis

This section presents a "comparative" analysis with the two systems described in

(Piwowarski, 2000) and (Kemp and Ramamohanarao, 2002). These comparisons might

not be significant since the evaluations were performed on different test collections, using

systems with different algorithms. Also, the RFA algorithm is the only one that uses a

size reduction mechanism. Table 6.17 shows the performance of the DIFFIO algorithm

presented in (Piwowarski, 2000) as compared to RFA(50) and RFA (50) in the no

stemming condition. Results for DIFF10 were extracted from the formerly cited paper.

One can notice that the RFA algorithm tends to substantially enhance precision during

the first few recall levels. At the same time DIFFIO substantially enhances precision

during the last few recall levels. As an example, this effect is depicted in Figure 6.6 by

fitting the data points for DIFF10 on Cranfield and RFA(50) on Set 2.



Figure 6.6 Precision Improvement Patterns.

The precision improvement pattern yielded by the RFA algorithm is better because the

first few recall levels are more important from a searcher's point of view. They contain

the documents that are more probable to be browsed by the searcher.

Table 6.18 shows the performance of the DT5 algorithm presented in

(Kemp and Ramamohanarao, 2002) as compared to RFA(50) and RFA (50) in the no

stemming condition. Since the only measure available for DT5 is precision(10),

defined in Section 5.2, the comparison is presented using the closest available measure

from RFA: precision at the first recall level. The results suggest a better performance of

the RFA algorithm.



CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION

7.1 Choosing Index Term Thresholds for RFA Algorithm

This section presents a short discussion on choosing the index term thresholds for the

RFA algorithm. As formerly presented in Section 4.4 (and Figure 4.4), the RFA

algorithm uses two thresholds to classify its index terms into three categories: Type-R,

Type-C and Type-N. The two thresholds are ST_N and ST_R. Results presented in this

paper correspond to the following threshold settings: ST_R=0.5 and ST_N0.05. This

setting was found "optimal" after several other settings were tested. The most important

factor in choosing the optimal setting was the extent of size reduction. In other words, the

optimal setting for the RFA algorithm is the one that yields the biggest size reduction,

without affecting the overall retrieval effectiveness.

The reduction extent is controlled by the STAN threshold. Higher values for STAN

correspond to smaller size document representations. As expected, one important effect

of maximizing the size reduction is the slight recall drop observed for RFA systems when

compared to the other systems (see Section 6.2.2). The slight recall drop due to size

reduction maximization settings (i.e. ST_N threshold), causes a lower overall precision

for the first recall level (i.e. characterized by documents containing high support index

terms). Increasing the value of the STAN threshold will cause the recall to improve.
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Therefore, choosing the right value for ST_N should follow the following

guidelines:

• If the concern is to obtain a very small size document representation, ST_N
should be set to higher values, without significantly affecting overall retrieval
parameters (i.e. precision).

• If the concern is to minimize the recall drop throughout the first three recall
levels, ST_N should be set to a lower value. By this, the size of the document
representation space will increase, but it will still be smaller than non RFA
systems.

The ST _R threshold does not affect the retrieval performance of the RFA system.

Its purpose is to separate high quality index terms from medium quality index terms.

Still, setting this threshold is very important, because this affects the number of Type-R

index terms. Section 7.2 describes in more detail how Type-R index terms can be used as

meta-data to complement returned documents. Choosing the right value for STAN

depends on the number of Type-R index terms needed to be returned as complementary

meta-data along with retrieved documents.

7.2 Index Terms as Meta-Data

This section presents a discussion about the usefulness of the index terms as meta-data.

The three categories are "Type-R," "Type-C," and "Type-N." As previously mentioned,

"Type-N" index terms are unwanted index terms. Their influence on retrieval

effectiveness is close to zero. "Type-C" index terms are medium quality index terms.

They are necessary in order to assure high retrieval effectiveness. Eliminating "Type-C"

index terms from consideration would end up in negatively affecting retrieval

effectiveness, especially the recall. "Type-R" index terms are high quality index terms.

The usefulness of index terms as meta-data comes into play when this data is returned
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along with the document description itself. More precisely, the retrieval system would be

able to return the set of "Type-R" index terms along with the document itself. There are

many potential applications for such an added value feature. Since the recent substantial

growth of the Internet, considerable research efforts are focused on techniques for

hierarchical organization of web returned documents. These techniques use document

classification (Dumais and Chen, 2000; Oh et al. 2000; Furnkranz, 1999;

Govert et al. 1999; Attardi et al. 1998; Chakrabarti et al. 1998a; Chakrabarti et al. 1998b;

Joachims, 1998), concept hierarchy generation (Lawrie et al. 2001;

Sanderson and Croft, 1999; Hearst, 1998; Woods, 1997; Forsyth and Rada, 1986),

document clustering (Zamir and Etzioni, 1999), or combinations (Bot et al. 2004). Some

of them process the whole documents while others only process document snippets

returned by the retrieval system. One way or another, all the previously mentioned

techniques need to extract quality terms (also called features) from each of the returned

documents in order to be able to work. This, in turn, affects efficiency. At the same time

the quality of the extracted features is usually not satisfactory. Other possible applications

for index terms as meta-data are: rich browsing interfaces, text mining applications, and

digital libraries retrieval systems.

For all the RFA systems evaluated in this paper, ST_N was set to 0.5. Tables 7.1

and 7.2 show the index terms broken down with respect to their category. The bolded

values in each cell indicate the average number of index terms of that type per document.

For example, on average, the number of index terms returned as meta-data along with

every document, would be 7.65 in the BSIZE=30/No-Stem condition.
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In conclusion, having high quality index terms (features) served by the retrieval system as

complementary meta-data associated to each returned document, would be a valuable

feature.



CHAPTER 8

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This section presents the limitations of the current study and proposed future research

directions to tackle them. Four major issues are analyzed: relevance feedback capture,

relevance feedback coverage, an extended OTP heuristic, and multi topic documents.

8.1 Capturing Relevance Feedback

Capturing the relevance feedback is a difficult task. Most searchers would not take the

time to provide the necessary explicit feedback. Under these circumstances, an algorithm

like RFA would seem not feasible. However, research has shown that it is possible to

obtain implicit feedback by analyzing the searcher behavior in real time

(Kelly and Belkin, 2001; White et al. 2002). Most searchers follow similar patterns when

they find a document relevant to their information need. Such patterns include: saving the

document, printing the document, saving a picture from the document, or placing

document fragments onto the clipboard (cut and paste). More complex user behavior

patterns take into consideration such activities as the time spent reading a document, the

scroll pattern or the click-stream sequence. A more complete description of implicit

feedback capture and use can be found in (Kelly and Teevan, 2005). Today, web traffic

between searchers and retrieval systems is very large. With appropriate tools, it is

possible to obtain large amounts of relevance feedback. All these issues make RFA and

other algorithms similar to RFA good candidates for building new retrieval models that

will exploit to a greater extent the user behavior latent information.
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Another feasible alternative for capturing implicit relevance feedback is the web

log. A web log explicitly records every action a user performs, as part of a search session.

Modern search technologies use web logs as their primary relevance feedback resource.

One possible way to approximate a relevance assessment from a web log is to consider

the end of the search click stream for certain query as the relevant document for that

query. The proposed future research direction, related to the relevance feedback capture

issue, consists of the augmentation of the current algorithm with a more realistic RF

capture capability. This will include both behavioral and web log based relevance

feedback capturing techniques. The augmented version will be tested on top of a real

retrieval system.

8.2 Relevance Feedback Coverage

The relevance feedback coverage associated with the query Q is defined as the proportion

of Q's returned relevant documents that are actually assessed as being relevant. The

bigger the relevance feedback coverage, the more uniform the document space

modification is. The effect of limited coverage is that only a small number of document

vectors will be affected by the RFA algorithm with respect to the corresponding query.

This creates a gap between the returned documents judged relevant more often and other

returned documents not judged relevant as often. The documents that generate more

relevance assessments are those returned within the first 2 or 5 result pages

(top 20-50 hits), because they are most likely to be browsed by the searcher. The other

remaining documents are less likely to be browsed. The current version of the RFA
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algorithm does not implement any technique to improve relevance feedback coverage,

but there are ways to tackle this issue.

One technique to tackle limited relevance feedback coverage is the use of web

logs. In the case of high traffic retrieval systems, web logs are very large and they cover

the entire document space. Therefore, enough relevance assessments can be inferred for

every document. As a result the limited coverage effect is minimized.

A second feasible technique is to use document clustering to identify documents

that were not involved in the relevance assessment, but are similar to those that were.

Suppose that given a query Q the retrieval system returns a set of documents SREr.

Furthermore, suppose the following relevance assessment is available: (Q, {Su}).

Here, Q is the query vector, and S ERF is the set of all documents from SREr assessed

relevant to Q. The first step is to build a representative document vector (DR) from all the

document vectors in SERF. This can be done by selecting and aggregating the most

important index-terms (based on their weights) from each of the document vectors in SERF.

Another way is to select the index-terms that are common to all document vectors in SERF.

The second step is to cluster new documents from the set (SRET-SRF) around DR. By this,

new documents similar to those belonging to the relevance assessment are identified.

Another way to tackle relevance feedback coverage is to use similarity measures

within the retrieved documents set. Suppose that given a query Q the retrieval system

returns a set of documents SREr. Furthermore, suppose that the following relevance

assessment is available: (Q, {SRO). SERF is the set of all documents from SREr assessed

relevant to Q. SERF is a subset of SREr. In general, the cardinality of SREr is much larger

that the cardinality of SERF. The first step is to compare each of the documents in S ERF with
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all documents in (SRET-SRF). The comparison is done using vector-based similarity

measures (e.g. distance, angle, inner product). The most similar documents found in this

way are selected and added to a final documents list SNEW. The second step is to refine

SINEW by eliminating all duplicates. In the end, SNEW consists of new documents that are

similar to the documents in SERF, and can be used to increase relevance feedback coverage.

The proposed future research direction for this limitation consists of augmenting

the current algorithm with an efficient technique (or combination of techniques) that

mitigates the relevance feedback coverage effect.

8.2 Extended OTP Heuristic

The Ordered Terms Pairing heuristic, introduced in Section 4.5, only selects adjacent pair

of query terms in order to generate additional potential high quality index terms. In this

case, no term proximity operators are used. The proximity operator for any pair of terms

is defined as the distance (number of terms) between the occurrences of the two terms in

a query. Basically, the OTP heuristic is set to work with a fixed proximity, which is set to

zero (i.e. adjacent terms). Many times, an occurrence proximity which is different from

zero can also be a good indication of a strong conceptual relationship between two terms.

Consider the following query for example: "text retrieval and mining" Using the current

version of the OTP heuristic the possible new terms that are considered are

"text retrieval" and "retrieval mining." That is because OTP is only looking at adjacent

pairs of terms from the initial query. It is noticeable that the term "text mining," is a high

quality index term. Nevertheless, this term is never investigated by the OTP heuristic

because it does not currently support proximity operators. In this case, the proximity



between the individual terms "text" and "mining" is one. The proposed future research

direction for this limitation consists of augmenting the current version of the OTP

heuristic with an adjustable proximity operator. Another limitation of the OTP heuristic is

the promotion of certain simple and composite terms that are not noun phrases

(e.g. "working," "placed-south"), because no noun-phrase detection is performed by the

current version. Consult APPENDIX D for a comprehensive list of low perceived-quality

index terms (including non noun-phrase index terms). In order to eliminate this effect

another future research direction that is proposed is the augmentation of the current OTP

version with a noun-phrase detection capability.

8.2 Multi Topic Documents

One of the characteristics of many documents from the collection used to evaluate the

RFA algorithm is the fact that they are topical focused. A topical focused document does

usually hold information about a single topic. In other words, the topic of such a

document is very narrow. This is not always true for all document collections, especially

for web-based documents collections, where documents usually cover multiple topics.

The proposed future research direction for this limitation consists of investigating how

multi topic documents affect the outcomes of the RFA algorithm, and how can these

effects be mitigated.

Finally, this study explored the degree to which the perceived-quality of the

document space generated by the RFA algorithm is better than the perceived-quality

document spaces generated by other algorithms. The next step is to explore the degree to

which the RFA algorithm generates weights that are correlated with the searchers'
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perceived-quality. This is a searcher-centric study that will require the construction of a

new evaluation tool able to capture this effect.



CHAPTER 9

CONTRIBUTIONS

The research contributions made to the field of Information Retrieval by this thesis are:

• Revitalizes a useful topic, Document Representation Modification, a potentially
valuable technique that was given little attention since its inception. The
technique was proven to improve retrieval effectiveness by Friedman et al.
(1967), Brauen et al. (1968), Ide (1969), Brauen (1969), Piwowarski (2000),
Kemp and Ramamohanarao (2002).

• Presents a novel size reduction technique that is implemented by the RFA
algorithm. Many other techniques were previously used to reduce the number of
terms to index a document. Stemming for example reduces the size of the
representation space by grouping words/terms into synonymy-based equivalence
classes. Still, many of these equivalence classes are not content bearing with
respect to the topicality of documents. Another acclaimed method is the Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) developed by Deerwester (1990). This technique
performs complex mathematical/statistical analysis on the whole document
collection in order to come up with a lower dimensional vector for each
document. The technique might be useful but it is inefficient. The complexity is
too large and it is not suited for indexing large document collections.

• Presents a novel way of identifying the indexing terms for documents. Good
indexing term identification has been a problem since the inception of
Information Retrieval. It is hard to find those terms/words in a document
(or not in the document) that best characterize that document's topic(s).
Previously, almost all techniques were based on automatic indexing by
lexicographic analysis. In this case, the importance of a word in a document is
solely assessed by computing frequency-based measures normalized in different
ways. But there is no proven theory stating that the frequency of a word in a
document is related to its importance in that document. That is why many of the
terms generated by standard lexicographic analysis are of no use. The RFA
algorithm identifies the concepts to represent documents from the users' point of
view. The words that are used most of the time by users to describe a document
are considered to be concept terms in that document, and they are selected as
index terms. The source of evidence for this user-view analysis is the relevance
feedback history, accumulated by the retrieval system in special data structures.
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• Introduces the "perceived-quality" of an index term. This is a non-traditional
measure that estimates the quality of index terms from a semantic perspective
rather than from a retrieval effectiveness perspective. In other words a high
quality index term is one that is able to suggest the topic of the document and
not necessarily one that improves retrieval effectiveness. Perceived-quality can
be used to evaluate other applications that are concerned with the relationship
between index terms and document topics.

• Simple and efficient algorithm. RFA is an algorithm based on a simple idea.
Deriving concept terms from users' point of view is straightforward and it does
not need complex mathematical models to be formalized. At the same time, the
algorithm is suited for retrieval systems governing large document collections.
The overhead generated by implementing RFA on top of a standard VSM
retrieval system is minimal.



APPENDIX A

TREC TOPIC 51

Figure A.1 shows a full TREC topic description (in this case TREC Topic 51).
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APPENDIX B

QUERY LIST FOR TREC TOPIC 51

This section lists all the queries generated for the TREC Topic 51, as part of the

TREC Query Track efforts.

51 01 Support for or protest of Airbus
51 02 How has Airbus been supported by Europe or protested by the United States?
51 05 recent airbus issues
51 04 Airbus subsidies dispute
51 05 Airbus subsidy battle
51 06 Airbus subsidies dispute
51 07 U.S. Airbus subsidies
51 08 Airbus government subsidies
51 09 Airbus trade dispute
51 1O airbus trade dispute
51 11 government airbus industry
51 12 Airbus government trade
51 15 What are the reactions of American companies to the trade dispute and how
the dispute progresses?
51 14 What are the issues being debated regarding complaints against Airbus
Industrie?
51 15 News related to the Airbus subsidy battle.
51 16 U.S. and Europe dispute over Airbus subsidies
51 17 Is European government risking trade conflicts over issue of Airbus
subsidies?
51 18 Subsidies from European governments and unfair trading practices let Airbus
consortium successfully compete with Boeing and McDonnell Douglas, american aircraft
producers
51 19 How the Airbus industry dispute is affecting global corporate politics
51 20 what is the u.s. reaction to the airbus' government subsidies?
51 21 How is the United States dealing with other nations in the airbus industry
51 22 What events highlight trade and economic issues regarding Airbus
Industrie?
51 25 How is the Airbus business in the world ?
51 24 why did the US put duties on airbus?
51 25 What are issues between the US and Airbus?
51 26 What are some problems the U.S. government has regarding European
aircraft manufacturers?
51 27 How are US aircraft makers responding to European Airbus subsidies?
51 28 What is the U.S. doing about Airbus Industrie subsidies?
51 29 U.S. trades and negotiation progresses with subsidizes Airbus.
51 50 What are the subsidies of Airbus
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51 51 What kinds of negotiations are taking place with Airbus?
51 52 who is involved in the airbus industrie consortium
51 55 Airbus Subsidies
51 54 Airbus subsidies
51 55 airbus industry
51 56 government subsidies for Airbus
51 57 What government subsidies does Boeing charge Airbus has gotten in the
production of airplanes?
51 58 Information about European Airbus subsidies
51 59 airbus subsidies industries
51 40 airbus trade dispute
51 41 assistance to airbus industrie by governments or trade dispute with Boeing or
McDonnell Douglas over subsidies
51 42 Airbus subsidies, disputes
51 45 Airbus Industrie Subsidies
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APPENDIX C

PERCEIVED-QUALITY EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

This section presents a sample questionnaire used to measure document-representation

perceived-quality.

Section 1: Instructions
This questionnaire aims at evaluating the quality of different document indexes. A

document index is composed of a set of document index terms, or keywords. A document
index term is defined as a word or phrase that is significant in describing the topic of the
document. It is not necessary that the index term occur throughout the document. For
example, some good index terms for a document describing the process of installing and
configuring a Microsoft LAN (Local Area Network) would be: Microsoft, network,
LAN, configuration, and installation.

To complete this questionnaire, please follow the three steps below:

STEP 1: Carefully read and understand the topics discussed in the document in Section 2.
The topics in a document are equivalent to the answer of the question: "what is the
document about?"

STEP 2: Section 5 lists a set of index terms, displayed in alphabetical order. Carefully
browse through all these index terms, and assign each a score from 1 to 5. The score
indicates how good you think each index term is, in describing the topic of the document
from Section 2. The scores 1,2,5,4,5 have the following meanings:
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Section 2: The document

Computer crime: ugly secret for business.
By Alexander, Michael.

Computer crime is on the rise and costing US industry billions of dollars according to
some estimates, but little is being done to stop it. There are two reasons why computer
crime is difficult to handle from a legal perspective: computer crime has never been
clearly defined, and businesses report only a small percentage of known crimes because
they fear bad publicity. Without consensus on what a computer crime actually is,
estimating its magnitude is difficult. Computer crimes are also costly and time consuming
to investigate and just do not take precedence over murders according to law officials.
Public outcry could direct more attention towards the investigation and prosecution of
computer crime cases. Businesses need to help combat the occurrence of such crimes by
increasing computer security; the incentive to do so is becoming greater. Topic:
Computer Crimes Security Theft of Information Law Enforcement Business.

Section 2: Index Terms List
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APPENDIX D

LOW PERCEIVED-QUALITY RFA INDEX TERMS

Figure D.1 lists all the low perceived-quality index terms generated by the RFA

algorithm. A low perceived-quality index term has the average perceived quality score

less than 2.0.

Figure D.1 Low Perceived-Quality RFA Index Terms.
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Figure D.1 Low Perceived-Quality RFA Index Terms (Continued).
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Figure D.1 Low Perceived-Quality RFA Index Terms (Continued).
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APPENDIX E

REGRESSION 2 — COMPLETE RESULTS

Figure E.1 shows the complete results of Regression 5 presented in Section 6.4.2.
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